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ABSTRACT
PPBS and iterative evaluation are defined. The limitations
of PPBS in public schools are examined.
We derive from a general overview of educational administra-
tion, and from a general overview of PPBS in public schools and
in the Defense Department, six potential difficulties facing PPBS
in public schools: 1) lack of experience and knowledge, 2) poli-
tical and organizational pressures in the public school system,
3) ambiguity and institutionalization of PPBS, 4) lack of manpower
and money, 5) complexity of education, and 6) a tradition of
incremental decision making in public schools.
We argue that iterative evaluation of PPBS in public schools
is necessary because of the many difficulties preventing an optimal
implementation of a PPB system on an initial attempt.
The case study of PPBS in the Brookline Public School System
tests the reality of these difficulties, and tests the validity
of our arguments for the necessity of iterative evaluation.
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CHAPTER I
WHY PPBS IN EDUCATION
More than 40 billion dollars per year is spent on public
education in the United States. Next to national defense, edu-
cation represents the largest government expenditure. The United
States now spends 8 percent of its Gpross National Product on sec-.
ondary and primary schools. Theodore Schultz estimates that in
terms of 1956 dollar values the total private and public capital
investment in education per member of the labor force rose from
just over $2,200 in 1900 to almost $7,600 in 1957, and assuming a
continuation of this rate of increase, in 1969 the educational per
capita investment figure (in 1956 dollars) probably exceeded $10,000.1
The education system in the United States, and in virtually all
nations, involves enormously significant allocations in resources,
manpower, and capital outlays, and these allocations are increasing.
These growing educational expenditures, it is hoped, will improve
the quality of life, and will stimulate economic growth, national
development, and rising productivity.
It is becoming clear, however, that educational expenditures
are competing for funds with other pressing societal programs. The
application of systems analysis to resource allocation problems in
education may result in more efficient allocation and more effective
use of resources, more policy analysis, more data on costs and on
benefits and on secondary effects of alternatives, and, in general,
5more systematic approaches to decision making.
The application of systems analysis to resource allocation
in education, however, is a recent phenomena. There is much more
experience with the use of systems analysis in the private sector,
in defense, and in water resources than in education. One of the
earliest attempts to study public education systematically was pub-
lished by the RAND Corporation in 1959. Joseph Kershaw and Roland
McKean, working closely with public school officials, tried to
focus on some of the factors thought to be critical in affecting the
quality of education. From their analysis, two recommendations for
a particular school system in Southern California were made: raising
teacher salaries, thus attracting more applicants from which better
teachers could be chosen (this expenditure was considered beneficial
even if it meant reducing the total number of teachers and thus in-
creasing the student-teacher ratio), and developing a liberal arts
curriculum for noncollege-bound students.2
As late as 1964, however, there were still few people exploring
the potential of systems analysis in education. Systems analysis
in education is a relatively new field. It still has a long way to
go to reach its full potential as an effective, creative technique
in aiding in resource allocation, and in helping the decision maker
formulate policy.
As a new field, systems analysis in education, even in 1972,
will at best be exploratory in nature, and will encounter many pit-
falls. Thisisespecially true for the application of systems analysis
in public schools, as we will show in this thesis.
6PPBS, the application of systems analysis to planning, pro-
gramming, and budgeting, was developed by the RAND Corporation
from 1947-1960 for the Department of Defense and was implemented in
the Department of Defense by Robert McNamara starting in January
1961. It is difficult in 1972 to apply PPBS to a public school.
Experience with PPBS and with systems analysis in public schools
have been limited.
The application of PPBS in public schools has been exploratory
in nature. Many of the pitfalls and many of the potential problems
facing the implementation of PPBS in public schools will not be dis-
covered until PPBS is actually implemented. This thesis attempts to
document, and to some extent analyze, Brookline Public School's at-
tempt, beginning in 1969, to implement PPBS. This thesis hopefully
will stimulate modification and improvement in Brookline and in other
local school districts which are implementing PPBS. Hopefully, too,
it will serve well as a document for scrutiny by others in considering
the many problems and pitfalls, the many benefits and costs, of PPBS
in education.
The purpose of this thesis is to document the implementation of
PPBS in a public school, and to describe how a public school system
could improve its PPB system by using iterative evaluation, the term
we use to describe the process of on-going systematic feedback and
evaluation.
Since the Brookline Public School System was the only school sy-
stem in the metropolitan Boston area that had decided to implement
PPBS, it was chosen as the object of this study.
7This thesis hopefully will stimulate modification and improve-
ment in Brookline and in other local school districts.which are im-
plementing PPBS. Hopefully, too, it will aid Brookline, which has
been developing and implementing its PPB system since 1969, in de-
veloping an iterative and evaluative methodology of its own.
Motivation for Thesis
Planning, programming, budgeting systems and systems analysis
are becoming major symbols of innovation in the field of educational
administration. Conferences on implementation of PPBS and scholarly
articles expounding on the potential of systems analysis in education
are now quite common, and quite convincing. Many school districts
in the United States in 1972 have begun preliminary studies and are
actively pursuing implementation of PPBS. Educational administrators
hope that PPBS will aid in planning, controlling, and efficiently
allocating their limited resources. This paper will attempt to test
this hope, using efforts in the Brookline School District to establish
PPBS as an illustration.
There exists a strong possibility that PPBS for public schools
is being oversold. Hopefully, this thesis will document the many
problems and pitfalls, and the many direct and indirect costs, PPBS
may entail in public schools. PPBS is no panacea for the problems of
local school districts.
There exists a strong possibility that PPBS in public schools
is not being implemented in an optimal way. Our documentation of
Brookline will test this possibility.
There exists a strong possibility that PPBS in public schools
is not being systematically evaluated after implementation, by an-
8alysts or by administrators. This thesis documents the Brookline
case and describes how iterative evaluation could be used to sy-
stematically evaluate PPBS after implementation.
Outline
This first chapter presents the purpose and scope of this thesis.
Also, chapter one explores resource allocation problems and political
problems in public schools in an attempt to understand why PPBS is
being considered, and is being implemented in public schools. Chapter
two is concerned with iterative evaluation.and with the many diffi-
culties facing PPBS in public schools. In this second chapter, PPBS
and iterative evaluation are defined. A brief overview of the diff-
iculties in applying PPBS is derived from a general overview of ed-
ucational administration and from a general overview of PPBS in public
schools and in the Defense Department.
In chapter three, a documentation and preliminary analysis of
Brookline's PPB system is presented. Brookline's change in emphasis
from program budgeting to program analysis is described. Three
directors of instruction are interviewed, and their views on PPBS
presented. Brookline's program structure, 1972 program budget, and
future plans for PPBS are also described and critically analyzed.
Some preliminary recommendations for Brookline are presented in
chapter four.
9In chapter five, our conclusions are presented.
Goals, Budgeting, and Analysis in Public Schools
Why is PPBS being considered by public schools? In this section
we present a brief overview of resource allocation problems in public
schools, and derive three reasons for the implementation of PPBS
in public schools: the need for a conceptual framework to incorpor-
ate goals into resource allocation decisions, the need for budgetary
reform, and the need for a methodology for systematically analyzing
curricula. In the next section, we present an overview of the poli-
tical problems in public schools, and discuss the political and or-
ganizational reasons school administrators may have for implementing
PPBS.
School costs are increasing. With inflation raising the costs
of educational materials, school maintenance, and school construction,
and with teachers demanding---and getting---salary increases to meet
rising living costs, per pupil expenditures for virtually every
school in the United States have been increasing. Even if the school
age population begins to decrease, inflation, bureaucratic budgeting
practices, increases in demand for educational skills, and a contin-
uing societal commitment to provide education for every school age
youngster will result in total school expenditures increasing at least
as rapidly as per pupil expenditures.
Politically, with increasing dissatisfaction over taxes in gen-
eral and local assessed taxes in particular, schools face a hostile
and penurious environment. Budget requests and school bond issues
are being rejected with increasing regularity. A fiscal crisis has
10
developed for many local school districts in the United States.4
Public schools may be in trouble. Present revenues and re-
sources are limited. Money no longer is quite so willingly spent
for education. And few people seem happy with the performance of
their public schools. Education administrators hope that PPBS will
aid in planning, controlling, and efficiently allocating their lim-
ited resources.
PPBS in public schools focuses on resource allocation problems
and on systematic evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of
a school's programs. PPBS is budget-oriented and can aid decision-
makers in making resource allocation decisions. PPBS is goal-oriented
and can aid the decision-maker in focusing on'critical policy issues.
And, perhaps most importantly for schools, PPBS is analysis-oriented,
and can be used in developing a methodology for systematically analy-
zing curricula.
Why do school administrators want to concern themselves, using
PPBS, with the explicit goals of education?
The school administration, implicitly, has some idea of what the
objectives of the school system are, and uses these in fact to help
make decisions. By making explicit these objectives, they can be an-
alyzed and questioned and, if necessary, revised to be more in line
with community or school committee objectives.
A school administrator may be faced with conflicting objectives,
such as improving the English program of the school versus the mathe-
matics program versus affecting economies in the school, and a decision
must be made. An implicit or explicit tradeoff, often involving value
11
judgments between the conflicting objectives, must be made. The
problem can be phrased as "how much achievement on each objective
is the administrator willing to forego in order to achieve speci-
fied amounts on other objectives?" 5 This trade-off may be made less
difficult if the objectives are clearly identified and defined. Ad-.
ministrators may innocently weight, if the objectives are implicit,
some objectives much more highly than others, by incorporating pol-
itical or value biases into decisions, or by over-weighting the more
easily measured objectives.
Grouping the activities of the school system under the objectives
of the school system may indicate that some objectives have been
weighted too highly in the past, or that, biases have crept into de-
cisions. For example, if three objectives of the school system are
1) to help children and youth increase their basic skills
and knowledge,
2) to help children and youth nurture their creative talents,
3) to help children and youth prepare for effective roles as
citizens,
then a question that could be asked is how have tradeoffs been made
among these three objectives.
The elucidation of objectives may make schools more responsive
organizations, and may clarify their understanding of what they are
doing and what they should be doing.
Why should school administrators concern themselves with PPB
analysis of budgetary procedures? Reformation of the resource allo-
cation and budgeting process may be needed in schools because tradi-
tionally schools do not relate costs to benefits in any way and often
do not consider alternatives to present programs. The school budget
12
usually does not let the school board or the community decide what
education they want for their children---they can only approve or
disapprove complete budgets.6 Traditionally, the conventional
school budget ties up the superintendent and the school board in
nit-picking details, and rarely involves systematic analysis.
Traditionally, existing programs in public schools have been
reviewed systematically on only the rarest of occasions. Existing
state guidelines for school budgeting have not required systematic
analysis. Schools have had little explicit information helpful for
analyzing what they are doing. In most schools, curricular costs
are unknown and student achievement in vat-ious programs goes unmon-
itored. The administration is also usually unaware of two key clues
useful in judging how successful a program may be: teacher enthusiasm
and student interest.
The objectives of most school programs, and the criteria used
for evaluating most school programs often are not known, if they
exist at all. Most schools do not really know what they are doing,
how effectively they are accomplishing their goals, and how much
various programs are costing. School administrators may see PPBS
as an effective technique for focusing on exactly these questions,
and for developing a methodology to improve the decision making pro-
cess.
Administrative and Political Environment in Public Schools
Ostensibly, the purpose of PPBS is to aid in decision making.
Yet, it would be foolish to think that PPBS can be divorced from
the questions of politics, qf organizational structure, and of the
13
personal incentives of the people involved.7
School administrators are exposed to many diverse and con-
flicting political pressures. Parents, the PTA, individual school
board members, teachers, the taxpayers' association, the town finance
committee, politicians, and many other local organizations and in-.
fluential individals exert pressure on most superintendents.8 In a
survey of Massachusetts superintendents conducted in the 1950's,
Neal Gross, in a now classic study, found that 73% of the superinten-
dents interviewed said they were exposed to pressures protesting
school tax increases or bond proposals; 66% were exposed to pressures
demanding more money for the general school program; 63% were ex-
posed to pressures demanding the introduction of new services (in
addition to academic instruction for pupils); 64% were exposed to
pressures demanding that the schools should teach more courses and
subjects; 58% were exposed to pressures demanding that greater empha-.
sis be placed on the athletic program; and 43% were exposed to pres-
sures protesting the introduction of new teaching methods. 0
In the budgeting process, three particularly influential pres-
sure groups can be identified: parents, school employees, and econ-
10
omy or efficiency groups. One function of the school board during
the budgeting process is to balance the conflicting pressures acting
upon it. However, these cross pressures tend to partially immobilize
the school board, resulting in only minor changes in the school budget
during the brief time the school budget is actually before the board.
Under some conditions, the school board may
chiefly perform the function of legitimizing the
policies of the school system to the community,
rather than representing the various segments
of the community to the school administration,
especially with regard to the educational program.12
This function may be viewed as an organizational defense counter-
'3
acting the threat to the school system by local lay control , or
it may be viewed simply as a self-acknowledged limitation of the
competence of the members of the school board. The role of the
school board politically is not always that of a representative of
the community elected to formulate policy.
The politics of the community often tends to dictate the role
of top school administrators. McCarty and Ramsey's study on power
and conflict in American public education, for example, concludes
that a dominated community power structure is most often accompanied
by the superintendent playing a functionary role, a factional commun-
ity power structure is most often accompanied by the superintendent
playing the role of a political strategist, a pluralistic community
power structure is most often accompanied by the superintendent play-
ing the role of a professional advisor, and an inert community power
structure is most often accompanied by the superintendent playing the
role of a decision maker.
Because of differing community power structures, the role of the
superintendent differs in different communities. The role of the
superintendent politically is not always primarily that of a decision
maker. School administrators therefore in different communities
in these different roles may tend to use PPBS in different ways.
Within the internal school organization, the role of the super-
intendent or top administrators is also not extremely well-defined.
15
Authority conflict between teachers and administrators in public
schools is a crucial fact of life in most large public schools.
The need to control the performance of the teacher in the classroom
may express itself, in fact, with PPBS.
Administrators in public schools may not only see PPBS as an
aid in decision making, but as an aid in politically dominating the
school board and as an aid in controlling the autonomy of teachers.
PPBS can in fact be used in public schools as a means of centralizing
control, and as a means of justifying budget requests.
The potential of PPBS in public schools as seen by systems
analysts --- stimulating systematic analysis, definition of objec-
tives, reformation of resource allocation and budgeting processes,
and long range planning --- may not be the same as the potential of
PPBS in public schools as seen by educational administrators.
A major reason PPBS is being implemented in public schools is
because PPBS can serve the political needs of educational adminis-
trators as well as serving as a set of powerful management techniques.
PPBS in schools can serve many purposes and can be developed in many
different ways.
16
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CHAPTER II
PROBLEMS WITH PPBS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
THE NECESSITY FOR ITERATIVE EVALUATION
PPBS is used by many people to mean many different things.
PPBS can describe a conceptual framework for decision making, or
it can describe a series of procedures designed to implement this
conceptual framework. Many analysts favoring PPBS emphasize syste-
matic analysis, long range planning, and definition of objectives.
When most school systems implement PPBS, however, all that occurs is
a change of budgeting format from a line-item budget to a program
budget, with little analysis following as a result. It is never
exactly clear what is being implemented when a planning, programming,
budgeting system is being implemented. It is never exactly clear
when one has developed a planning, programming, budgeting system
and when one has not.
PPBS has come to have many meanings and many implications. It
is inextricably tied to management science concepts and systems
analysis methodology. Unfortunately, PPBS implies use of definite
procedures, formal structures, and program terminology. It is some-
times possible for the emphasis to be placed on these procedures
at the expense of the larger framework. As a consequence, the idea
that PPBS necessarily entails a set of procedures may have had a
detrimental influence on many PPB systems in federal agencies and
in public schools.
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In general, one reason it is difficult to implement and to
analyze PPBS is that few people agree on exactly what PPBS entails.
PPBS has become an ambiguous and inexact acronym.
We will use these terms to define PPBS:
Planning: the process of deciding on objectives and
formulating pblicief to govern the resources
of an organization.
Programming: the process of selecting alternative pro-
grams to implement policies, and the process
of analyzing and evaluating programs once im-
plemented so that r sources are used effective-
ly and efficiently.
Budgeting: the process of resource allocation, involving
the approval of future expenditures and the
reporting of financial information.
Systems Analysis Methodology: a framework for analysis
generally consisting of six fundamental steps:
1) definition of objectives, 2) formulation of
measures of effectiveness, 3) generation of
alternatives, 4) evaluation of alternatives,
5) selection of preferred alternatives, and
6) iterative evaluation.
Systems Analysis Techniques: analytic methods, usually
quantitative and often computer-based, used
to evaluate alternatives; especially marginal
analysis, cost benefit formulations, math-
ematical modelling, optimization techniques,
and management information systems.
Definition: PPBS is the application of systems analysis methodology
and systems analysis techniques to planning, programming, and bud-
geting, in coordination with a program budget in which the form of
the budget is changed from a line-item listing to one reporting fi-
nancial allocation requests in terms of objective-oriented activities.
The function of the program budget is to link the substantive
planning of the organization with fiscal planning, and long range
planning with the annual budget.3 A program budget, in presenting
19
future resource and monetary requirements, should highlight key
policy decisions affecting resource requirements. 4
It should be emphasized that PPBS is not a unified interrelated
organic whole. The functioning of any one part does not depend on
5
the functioning of the whole. Systems analysis methodology, for
example, can easily be used independently of sophIsticated and
quantitative systems analysis techniques, and the new PPB system of
budgeting. PPBS is not more than the sum of its parts but often
less---since the implementation of all the parts of PPBS may not
be desirable, or cost effective, for a particular school. For ex-
ample, PPBS in public schools need not include either a computer
based data file on student performance or use of behavioral objec.-
tives for all programs; they should only be included when their
direct (in time and money) and indirect (over-emphasis on precise
measurement may neglect more fundamental yet difficult to measure
educational influences) costs are outweighed by their benefits.6
A good planning, programming, budgeting system is the result
of a systematic analysis of the particular organization and helps
to
1) carefully identify issues, objectives, and goals;
2) evaluate present programs in terms of meeting these
organizational objectives;
3) examine in each case alternate means of achieving
these objectives;
4) relate the several costs and benefits of each
program alternative in a way that includes long.-
range financial and secondary effects;
5) produce budget requests for the selected alterna-
tives based on this analysis;
6) iteratively evaluate the above processes in co-
20
ordination with managers and administrators.
The purpose of PPBS is to aid decision making. PPBS does
not make decisions and does not replace the judgments of decision
makers; PPBS should complement the decision maker's judgment
and experience. Iterative evaluation, as defined below, should
help insure this result.
Definition: Iterative evaluation is a continuing activity in which
i) actual impacts of implementation are compared with the predicted;
2) changes in goals, problems, and values are monitored and updated;
3) assumptions are reanalyzed in accordance with previously unavail-
able information; and 4) procedures are continuously subject to mod-
ification and improvement. On-going analysis, systematic evaluation,
and a willingness to change are essential ingredients for an organ-
ization doing iterative evaluation.
Iterative evaluation is however not a panacea for PPB systems.
Indeed, most PPB systems in public schools probably already include
some form of iterative evaluation. For iterative evaluation to be
optimally effective however, it must be clearly defined, formally
implemented, and rigorously applied.
Iterative evaluation is an integral part of systematic analysis,
and of systems analysis methodology. As such, it is an integral
part of PPBS.
Iterative evaluation should be implemented in schools to in-
sure that PPBS becomes an effective and efficient aid to decision
makers.
21
Overview of Potential Limitations of PPBS for Public Schools
The following list presents a brief introductory overview of some
of the difficulties of doing good analysis in public schools,
and of the difficulties of applying PPBS. Because of these
difficulties for PPB systems in public schools, we feel PPBS
should be iteratively evaluated, rigorously, systematically, and
formally.
1. Lack of Experience and Knowledge. Systems analysis in
education is a relatively new field; experience with PPBS and
with systems analysis in public schools ha.ve been tremendously
limited. The implementation of PPBS to public schools should
necessarily be exploratory and preliminary in nature; the state
of the art in evaluating educational programs and in evaluating
educational success is in its infancy.
2. Political Pressures in School System. The implementation
of PPBS in public schools may be influenced by political pressures,
organizational pressures, and the personal incentives of the indi-
viduals involved. The influence of these pressures may make the
implementation of PPBS less than optimal, and may conflict with
the improvement of decision making.
3. Ambiguity of PPBS. PPBS implies use of definite pro-
cedures and formal structures and program terminology. It is
sometimes possible for the emphasis to be placed on these pro-
cedures at the expense of the larger goals of PPBS. These pro-
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cedures may be of only limited utility for public schools without
iterative evaluation of their implications and effectiveness.
The larger goals of PPBS are often not well-defined and are usually
only vaguely articulated; this makes it difficult to decide on what
to implement and makes it difficult to measure the effectiveness
of the implementation.
4. Complexity of Education. The process of education is not
well understood. How people learn, and how education proceeds out-
side the formal school system are extremely complex problems. Very
little is even known about the process of education in formal edu-
cational institutions.
It is difficult if not impossible to faetor out the contribution
of the non-school component to the total development of the child.
PPBS may be severely hampered by the limited knowledge of many
aspects of the learning process and what each contributes to the in-
dividual 8
Educational goals, measures of effectiveness and even viab*
program alternatives in education are difficult to define. An over-
emphasis on precise measurement may neglect more fundamental yet
difficult to measure educational influences.9 Many educational
outcomes are impossible to quantify; an over-emphasis on the in-
significant quantifiable items to the exclusion of the important
non-quantifiable aspects of education could result.10 Unless PPBS
in public schools is consistently and iterativey, evaluated, quan-
titative facts and information may tend to overpower less easily
23
quantifiable evaluative information.
5. Lack of Manpower and Money. PPBS requires much more staff
time than the normal budgetary process. PPBS may also require
the hiring of consultants, and of in-house staff. PPBS must com-
pete with instructional programs for funding from the school commi-
ttee; unless the benefits of PPBS are evaluated and documented this
will be a very difficult task. The benefits of PPBS are derived
from the quality of the analysts as much as from the procedures
themselves; the administrative and budgeting staffs of public schools
are notably small, and often not familiar with systems analysis
and PPBS.
6. Incrementalism. Social, economic, political, and educational
forces on public school systems are generally in a state of flux and
rapid change. Most school systems face widely diverse pressures
and educational problems over a number of years. Traditionally,
school administrators have seemed to react to these problems piece-
meal instead of planning for them in a systematic way. Since the
field of public school administration does not have a planning tra-
dition, school administrators may not be responsive or enthusiastic
or knowledgeable about systematic analysis and systematic planning
in their public school.
These difficulties for PPBS in public schools are by no means
trivial. Nor are they inclusive. Nor are they mainly intuitive:
the following short historv of PPBS in the Department of Defense
will document and elaborate upon these and other difficulties of
PPBS for public schools.
24
A Brief History of PPBS in the Department of Defense and Its
Implications for PPBS in Public Schools
PPBS was developed by the RAND Corporation from 1947-1960 for
the Department of Defense and was implemented in the Department
of Defense by Robert McNamara starting in January 1961. McNamara
used PPBS to control, analyze, and justify defense allocations.
Despite a lack of incentive throughout the national military esta-
blishment to innovate, and despite service opposition, PPBS in
the Department of Defense did produce systematic analysis, and did,
to a limited extent, reform the budgeting process. However, when
PPBS was applied to all federal agencies in 1968 on executive order,
the results were far from satisfactory and far from successful. PPBS
in the Department of Defense and in other federal agencies has been
extensively studied by other authors. 12 This short history of PPBS
in the Defense Department will document and elaborate upon the fact
that a good PPB system, especially for public schools, requires a
systematic body of knowledge, as well as strong leadership, flexi-
bility, and competent and creative middle-management personnel.
PPBS was developed in response to the needs of the Secretary
of Defense, an office created by the National Security Act of 1947
to exercise general authority over the national military establish-
ment and over the executive departments of the Army, the Navy, and
the Air Force.
In 1949, President Truman and the first Secretary of Defense,
James Forrestal, came to the conclusion that the idea of a coor-
dinating office over three separate executive departments would
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not work. That year the President offered to Congress amendments
to the National Security Act that requested still more management
changes so that "we should have integrated strategic plans and a
unified military program and budget."' 3
By 1958, however, integrated strategic plans and a unified
military program and budget were still not a reality. President
Eisenhower, well aware of this problem, in his Defense Reorganization
Message of 1958 stated that because "all doubts as to the authority
of the Secretary of Defense" had to be eliminated, unified and
specified comnands, responsible to the Joint Chiefs, to the Secre.-
tary of Defense, and to the President were being set up. However,
the first "major movement toward integrated action in defense plan-
ning" did not result until 1961, with the appointment of Robert McNamara
as Secretary of Defense.'4
McNamara appointed Charles J. Hitch, then the head of the
Economics Division of the RAND Corporation, as Assistent Secretary
of Defense, and subsequently as Comptroller. Other analysts and
economists, from RAND and from the private and public sector, were
brought to the Department, to begin systematic analysis of the re-
source allocation problems of Defense and to institute program bud-
geting.
One major problem that PPBS was developed to solve, according
to David Novick, head of the RAND cost analysis team which was doing
research for Defense, was that
long-range plans for weapons systems, forces, and
all of their supporting elements were made by the
Services on the basis of their estimates of the
26
forces required to assure our national security.
Generally speaking, costs were not introduced
systematically, either to test the feasibility
of the whole program or for purposes of evalu-.
ating the efficiency of the allocation....The
'required' forces always cost much more than
the Administration and the Congress were willing
to pay. The process by which the conflicting
interests were resolved was unsystematic and
wasteful because it led to unbalanced programs. 1 5
A second major problem with the Department of Defense which
PPB was to focus on was that each service department, the Army,
the Navy, and the Air Force,
tended to favor its area and special interests,
often without concern for the total problem.
Understandably, they sought to guarantee larger
shares in future budge s by concentrating on
dramatic new weapons.lU
A third focus of PPBS in the Department of Defense was that
enormous amounts of time and effort were spent preparing each year's
budget. Yet what was produced was
a budget that could not translate resources into
objectives, could not project the future resource
implications of proposed actions, and that did not
distinguish between one-time investment outlays and
recurring, or annual operating, expenses.17
In the Department of Defense, PPBS consisted of five major ele-.
ments
1. A program structure in terms of missions, forces, and
weapon support systems.
2. The analytical comparisons of alternatives.
3. A continually updated five-year force structure and
financial program.
4. Related year-round decision-making on new programs
and change.
5. Progress reporting to test the validity and adminis-
tration of the plan.
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The implementation of PPBS in the Defense Department was clearly
influenced by political pressures, by organizational pressures, and
by the personal motivations of the people involved. Although Presi-
dent Johnson and many analysts were convinced that PPBS in Defense
was successful, in some sense the jury is still out:
Even from inside the Pentagon, it was difficult to
tell which of the changes came from the new approaches
brought from RAND and which from the force of the
Secretary's own approach to problems. What systems
annlysis would have been in Defense without McNamara
and what McNamara would have done without systems
analysis are, and will continue to be, unknowable
for the reason that many app aches are common to
both the man and the system.
McNamara's personality as well as his desire to have more influ-
ence on policy by determining the decision making structure clearly
influenced PPBS in Defense, and may have magnified two major diffi-
culties that did block optimal implementation of PPBS in the Department
of Defense: service rivalries and political pressures within the
military establishment.
The ambiguity and institutionalization of PPBS, and a lack
of manpower and money, were not however serious difficulties for
PPBS in Defense; although these difficulties may indeed exist for
public schools. There was a considerable storehouse of knowledge
concerning defense analysis and program budgeting in the Defense
Department.20 A lack of knowledge concerning systematic analysis
and program budgeting in education, however, may be a major diff-
iculty for public schools.
PPBS was not a complete success in the Defense Department.
The lack of experience in implementing PPBS, and the complexity
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of the process of national defense, along with the difficulties
of authority conflict and control, did present serious difficulties.
The task of applying PPBS to the Department of Defense en-
countered many pitfalls. These difficulties were however at least
partially overcome by executive support, by McNamara's leadership,
by general agreement since 1947 that the problems of unrealistic,
infeasible and unbalanced plans in Defense existed and had to be
reformed, and finally, by competent analysts from RAND, working
since the end of World War II in systematically analysing pre-.
cisely these problems, and working, after 1961, as in-house analysts.
Aaron Wildavsky, in a now classic article, "Rescuing Policy
Analysis from PPBS", argues that four prerequisites were required
for the success of PPBS in the Defense Department:
1. Men of Talent: a group of creative people experienced
with the problems of defense policy and analysis.
2. Body of Knowledge: a theoretical framework integrated
with analytic techniques developed by RAND.
3. Top Responsive Leadership: McNamara understood analysis
and was determined to use it.
4. Planners and Planning: long range planning and planners
were already prevalent in the Department ofDefense.
We will argue here that these four prerequisites for PPBS to
succeed in Defense are probably prerequisites for PPBS to succeed
in public schools as well.
Good people are needed to do good analyses, especially when
systems analysis techniques have not been highly refined in a
particular field.
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Most schools are reluctant however to pay the salaries of
nonteaching middle-management personnel. Usually mid-level ad-
ministrative positions in public schools are filled from the
ranks of teachers. Although good teachers may not necessarily
turn out to be good administrators, their teaching experience
and their dedication to children may be significant assets for a
PPB system in public schools.
Hiring new middle-management personnel, or using outside
consultants, may be a solution for public schools; yet, the feas-
ibility of this approach is in doubt: school boards are very re-
luctant to reallocate funds from instruction to administrative
support. Unless the benefits of PPBS are clearly documented to
exceed costs, schools will continue to be skeptical about spending
money on PPBS.
Another impediment to an optimal implementation of PPBS in
public schools is the lack of systematic knowledge or analytic
approaches useful for a PPB system in education. The development
of evaluative criteria for educational programs is still in its
infancy. Robert Stake andTerry Denny, in the article "Needed
Concepts and Techniques for Utilizing More Fully the Potential of
Evaluation", describes some of the difficulties in developing
adequte evaluative criteria for school programs:
Educational evaluation is more than assessing student
performance. It includes the task of gathering infor-
mation about the nature and worth of educational pro-
grams in order to improve decisions about the manage-
ment of these programs. The evaluator must attend to
the effects of the program on teacher performance, ad-
ministrative arrangements, and community attitudes, and
to how the program complements and obtrudes upon other
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parts of the total curriculum....Needed but not avail-
able are reliable class-room observation techniques
and instruments oriented to a variety of subject matter
contents as well as to the verbal interaction of the
teacher and learners....Still another lack is evident
in that the affective component of instruction is
almost neglected in the current instructional as-
sessment schedules... .Successful evaluation depends
on recognition of many purposes, many outcomes, and
many values 
--- and it depends on a methodology tgt
portrays these complexities throughout education.
Behavioral objectives, as an evaluative criteria for programs,
is widely used with PPBS in public schools. The idea behind behav-
ioral objectives is to make broad and general school goals operation-
ally specific, and to make achiev ement and program effectiveness
visibly measurable. As such, behavioral objectives can serve as an
aid to both teachers and administrators, if they are not abused.
The basic argument behind behavioral objectives is that since
"education has been defined as a change in behavior, so it appears
that behavioral understandings are a prerequisite for systematic
program analysis.o23
Two basic assumptions are involved with behavioral objectives:
that education can be defined primarily as a change in behavior, and
that this change in behavior can be quantifiably measured in the
classroom. Because these assumptions are usually not iteratively
evaluated, PPB systems in these schools may be inherently biased
toward one philosophy of education. Moreover, if these assumptions
are not entirely correct, and from all indications it does seem that
education is much more than just a change in behavior and that the
effects of education occur long after they could be measured in the
classroom, PPBS in these schools is not being optimally implemented.
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The development of evaluative criteria for programs, including
the development of behavioral objectives, may indeed be a difficult
and time-consuming task for an isolated public school.24 Moreover,
if behavioral objectives are used as the only evaluative criteria
for programs, more fundamental outputs of the educational process
which may not be amenable to behavioral specificity may be neglected.
The state of the art in developing appropriate program structures
for education is also in its infancy. The program structure25 should
focus on the key policy decisions affecting resource requirements.
Most schools use instructional program elements (mathematics, science,
foreign language, etc.) and support program elements (guidance, trans-
portation, administration, etc.). In education, however, separate
pockets of money do limit experimentation and diversity.
The program structure should stimulate considerations of basic
allocation issues, and when implemented in a program budget, should
highlight key policy decisions affecting resource requirements.
Due to the lack of experience and lack of knowledge in implementing
PPBS in education, it may be difficult for a public school to accom-
plish these objectives. Should a school budget emphasize the questions
of how much should we spend for mathematics compared to English com-
pared to social studies? Or should a school budget emphasize
questions such as how much should we spend teaching basic skills as
compared to college preparation skills or work preparation skills or
creative processes?
Aggressive and enthusiastic support of PPBS by top administrators
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may be another prerequisite for the success of PPBS in public
schools. Public schools are notorious for successfully resisting
threatening innovations. Teachers can in effect sabotage a plan-
ning, programming, budgeting system for various reasons, if they
feel it impedes their freedom in the classroom or if they feel it will
be used as a means of evaluating them. Middle-level administrators
(such as principals) may also resent PPBS if they fear a redistri-
bution of budgeting power or a centralization of authority.
Vague support of PPBS by top administrators, stemming from a
lack of understanding of PPBS, and stemming from authority conflicts
and organizational pressurqs within the school system, is another
potential difficulty facing PPBS in public schools. There is no
tradition of long range planning in public schools by top adminis-
trators. Social, economic, political, and educational forces facing
public schools are generally in a state of flux and rapid change.
School administrators traditionally seem to react to these problems,
instead of planning for them.
PPBS in public schools is a new and innovative approach. As
such, it will have many bugs which can not be avoided initially.
Justifiably, teachers and administrators and students and the com-
munity should be skeptical of what PPSS can do. Justifiably ai well,
administrators should listen to these criticisms, iteratively eval-
uate PPBS, and improve.
In this chapter, we have argued that iterative evaluation in
public schools is necessary because of the many potential difficulties
preventing an optimal implementation of a PPB system on an initial
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attempt.
We have derived from a general overview of educational admin-
istration, and from a general overview of PPBS in public schools
and in the Defense Department, six potential difficulties facing
PPBS in public schools: 1) lack of experience and knowledge,
2) political pressures in school system, 3) ambiguity of PPBS,
4) complexity of education, 5) lack of money and manpower, and
6) an incremental tradition of decision making in public schools.
The case study of Brookline in chapter III will test the
reality of these potential difficulties, and will test the validity
of our arguments for the necessity of iterative evaluation.
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CHAPTER II
This definition of planning is derived from Anthony's (2)
definition of strategic planning.
2This definition of programming is derived from Anthony's (2)
definition of management control.
3Hitch (13), p. 466.
4Ibid.. p. 469.
5Ibid., p. 465.
6A discussion of these indirect costs can be found in Kim (19).
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20See bibliography in Hinrichs and Taylor (12); especially im-
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Hitch and McKean.
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21Wildavsky (30); also cited in Levin and Shank (20), p. 286.
22Tyler (29), p. 373, p. 380, p. 390.
23Hartley (II), p. 50.
24State departments of education, or public universities, could
probably play an important role here by funding and centraliz-
ing the development of behavioral objectives and other eval-
uative criteria.
2 5The program structure is usually thought of as the objective-
oriented grouping of organizational activities which forms
the basis for the program budget. The basic purpose of
the program structure, however, is to aid in decision muking.
See "Designing the Program Structure" in Hinricbs and
Taylor (12) and Hitch (13) for a detailed discussion.
CHAPTER III
PPBS IN BROOKLINE: A CASE STUDY
Why Brookline? Why PPBS?
Brookline, Massachusetts, a town of 59,000 surrounded on
three sides by Boston and bordered by Newton to the west, was
described in 1897 by Public Librarian Charles Knowles Bolton:
As an important residence district in one of the
oldest, wealthiest, and largest centers of popula-
tion of the United States, Brookline must always
have a certain claim to distinction much like that
of Belgravia in London. As a small town, nearly
surrounded by a great municipality, yet maintaining
through the loyalty of its citizens a corporate
existence, Brookline has a further claim to consider-
ation. Never were the affairs of a town, spending
nearly a million dollari a year, more quietly nor
more ably administered.
Brookline's view of itself in 1972 has not radically changed
since 1897. Brookline still sees itself as a fashionable urban
middle qlass neighborhood. And its town government still looks
with pride at a tradition of excellence and able administration
in sharp contrast to the neighboring municipality of Boston.
"Provision of quality housing", a recent market analysis concluded,
"is the basic industry of Brookline."2
A general tradition of excellence in the town, a strong commit,
ment to the public schools, and enough wealth in the town to reason-
ably support that commitment are contributing factors that may help
explain why Brookline implemented a new administrative framework
for its schools.
Brookline's per capita income of $5,422 in 1964 was the highest
of any municipality in the Boston Area and one of the highest in the
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nation.3 Forty-five and four-tenths per cent of households had
an income of over $10,000 in Brookline, compared to Cambridge with
22.3% (very close to the Massachusetts and National averages), and
Newton with a slightly higher 49.7%.4
Although less than 2% of the population in Brookline is non-
white, Brookline is by no means a homogeneous community. Approxi-
mately 20% of all households in Brookline earn incomes under $4,000;
another 20% earn between $4,000 and $7,000.5 The median age for
Brookline in 1960 was 43.1 years, one of the highest in the state,
and an increase of five years from 1950.6 Approximately 25% of
Brookline's population is over 60; approximately 15% is between the
ages of 20 and 29.7 Both these groups, which favor appartment
living, are growing in number in Brookline.8 Since the total pop-
ulation of Brookline has stabilized, and since the abovi changes
in age distribution in Brookline result in fewer school age children,
the number of school age children should continue to decline in
Brookline.9 Declining birth rates reinforce this projection.
Brookline includes a strong Jewish community, a group tradi-
tionally committed to public education. Brookline prides itself on
its committment to its schools. Educational expenditures per pupil
for the school year ending June 1970 amounted to $1,535 (median
for Massachusetts cities was $894), fourth highest in the state, with
$1271 per pupil being raised by local tax revenues.1 0 Brookline
Public Schools enrolled 6,827 students in the 1970-71 academic year,
employed an average ratio of one teacher to every 15.7 pupils in
elementary school (Massachusetts average 1:23), and one teacher for
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every 15.0 students in secondary school (Massachusetts average
1:18).11 Median professional staff incomes increased from $10,000
to $11,050 in 1970 to $11,825 in 1971.12
Brookline's commitment to education would not be possible,
however, without community wealth. The valuation of the aggregate
property in Brookline subject to local taxation exceeds four hun-
dred and fifty million dollars, a tax base nearly equal to that
of nearby Cambridge which has twice Brookline's population.1 3 Funds
applied per $1,000 valuation per pupil in Brookline amount to
only $23.00, compared to $28.31 in Cambridge.1 4
The Adoption of PPBS in Brookline
The stimulus for PPBS in Brookline came from the Assistant
Superintendent for Funds and Facilities, Dr. Ferdy J. Tagle, Jr.
Both the Assistant Superintendent of Schools for Curriculum and
Instruction and theSuperintendent of Schools have played secondary
roles in the implementation of PPBS in Brookline. Budgeting was
the stimulus for PPBS in Brookline, and Tagle was the man respon-
sible for budgeting.
In 1968 Tagle became interested in PPBS and throughout 1968
Tagle kept account of expenditures according to curriculum use:
science, social studies, mathematics, etc. In April of 1968
Tagle met with the School Committee, outlining his frustration
with the 1968-69 budget which had "resulted in a good deal of
acrimony among the school staff, the school committee members,
and others in the community.o15 Enthusiastic support and $4,000
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in funding encouraged the Assistent Superintendent of Schools
for Funds and Facilities to develop an implementation schema
for Brookline, as shown in Exhibit A.
Tagle recommended an implementation scheme consisting of
four steps:
1. Study and orientation
2. Determination of program structure
3. Development of goals and objectives
4. Development of alternative proposals.
The study and orientation group solidly recommended the adoption
of PPBS.16  The determination of the program structure was developed
basically by Tagle as a program format for the budget. In April
of 1969 a program budget was produced for 1970.
On February 2, 1970 the Public Schools of Brookline issued
a report on PPBS, authored by Dr. Tagle. On page one, the hopes
for Brookline for PPBS are expressed:
We hope to find ways to effect economies without sac-
rificing in any way the excellent quality of our exist-
ing educational programs and, at the same time, to be
able to plan for new programs and endeavors to meet the
increasing needs of today's students. Our School Com-
mittee and the Town's Advisory Committee are desirous
of having much more data than presently are available,
including long-range forecasts, in order to be able to
make important policy decisions. It is hoped that the
introduction of a Planning-Programming-Budgeting-System 17(PPBS) will assist in achieving this goal for Brookline.
In a latter copy of this report, the Town's Advisory Committee
is identified as the finance committee.
Why did the Brookline Public School System adopt PPBS?
Although there were many contributing factors involved, the main
reason Brookline adopted PPBS in 1968 was a feeling among both the
EXHIBIT A
PPBS IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME0
.4
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school administration and the School Committee that some kind of
budget reform was needed. Frustration and dissatisfaction and
ill-will had resulted from the budgeting process which produced
the 1968-69 budget.18 The School Committee was convinced that
more resources did not necessarily mean better education. They
wanted more information concerning the relationship between
spending and educational achievement. The school administration,
in order to get its budgets approved, hoped to find ways to keep
costs down without adversely affecting educational quality. In
addition, the administration realized that by supplying more bud-
getary information to the School Committee they could better jus-
tify their budget requests, thus avoiding the nitpicking and frus-
trating experience of the previous years.
PPBS in Brookline
PPBS is viewed in Brookline by Dr. Tagle, and by the con-
sultant Professor Hartley of NYU, as a long term operation,
"The real payoff of where we're ending up", Dr. Tagle mentioned
to an M.I.T. class on PPBS, is in the "analysis of alternative
programs". Deliberately, PPBS in Brookline is being implemented
slowly and methodically -- despite pressure from the School
Committee for quick implementation and quick results. Both Dr.
Tagle and Professor Hartley, who has been very influential and
exceedingly helpful in Brookline, recognize the potential of
PPBS for analyzing alternative programs and for assisting plan-
ning; Brookline is in the process of transforming PPBS in 1972
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EXHIBIT B
Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS) February 2, 1970
SUGGESTED PPBS IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
PPBS
Element 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Program Conversion from Continue same Continue same Refine, if Continue same Continue same
Structure function-object structure structure necessary structure structure
to program
format
Goals Level I Level 1: Level IlIl: Level II: Level III: Level Ill:(described in refined 60% of all all programs cmete refinement
Superintendent's Level Ill: programs Level Ill: all programs Level IV:
speech of three (3) Level IV: 90% of all Level IV: complete
9-13-67) selected three (3) programs 90% of all all sub-
programs selected Level IV: sub-programs programs
sub-programs 60% of all
sub-programs
Objectives & - - - Level Ill: Level Ill: Level IlIl: Level Ill: Level If:
Evaluative three (3) 30%of all 60%ofall 90% ofall allIprograms
Criteria selected programs programs programs Level Ill:
programs Level IV: Level IV: Level IV: alIprograms
three -(3) 30% of all 60% of all Level IV:
selected sub-programs sub-programs 90% of all
sub-programs sub-programs
Program - - - Level III: Level Ill: Level III: Level II1: Level III:
Analysis three (3) 20% of all 50% of all 80% of all complete
Memorandum selected programs programs programs all programs(including programs Level IV: Level IV: Level IV: Level IV:
multi-year three (3) 30%of all 50% of all 80%ofall
budget) selected sub-programs sub-programs sub-programs
sub-programs
Alternate 
- - - - - - Level IIl: Level III: Level III: Level IlI:
Program three (3) 20% of all 30% ofall 40% of allAnalysis selected programs programs programs
programs Level IV: Level IV:
20% of all 30% of all
sub-programs sub-programs
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from a program budgeting emphasis to an emphasis on analysis and
long-range planning.
The suggested PPBS implementation schedule for Brookline is
shown in Exhibit B. The focus of PPBS in Brookline has been
first of all on producing a program budget, second, on producing
behavioral objectives for departmental programs, third, on pro-
ducing program memorandums which explicitly describe the present
program, behavioral objectives of the present program, constraints
on present programs, andbudget for present program, and finally,
on evaluating programs by using student success indicators as a
quantitative measure of effectiveness useful for a management in-
formation system.
The report Tagle produced for the school committee in late
1969 - early 1970 explaining why Brookline Public School should
consider adopting PPBS also included a suggested program structure
and a suggested list of school goals, as well as the implementation
schema shown in Exhibit B. The entire report can be found in
Appendix A; the suggested program structure and tentative listing
of school goals 9 are shown in Exhibits D and C, respectively.
Brookline decided to develop goals and objectives for pro-
grams and subprograms without systematically developing school
goals. This approach, focusing on development of behavioral ob-
jectives, is useful in discovering overlapping aspects of pro-
grams. By identifying overlapping behavioral objectives, Brookline
may be able to affect economies without affecting educational
quality.
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Brookline has decided not to focus on what may be a poten-
tial problem for schools: devising appropriate program goals
which derive from and do not conflict with the overall goals of
the school system and with the general educational needs of
students. By avoiding the problem of systematically identifying
school goals and the educational needs of students, and by avoid-
ing explicitly considering tradeoffs between these goals, the
administration is avoiding a public examination (and public pres-
sure) of what the schools should be doing, as compared to what they
are presently doing, and presently spending money for.
There was no real attempt in Brookline to derive a program
structure from school goals. To do so, it was feared, would "have
bogged down on the philosophical questions."20 Brookline was con-
vinced that their program structure, as shown in Eshibit D, would be
an extremely useful beginning: The programs offered by the school
were in fact curricular programs, and the Directors of Instruction
seemed eminently suitable to conduct program analysis. The pro-
gram structure that Tagle suggested seemed to include all the acti-
vities of the school, and seemed to present these activities in a
rational way.
EXHIBIT C
TENTATIVE SCHOOL GOALS
1. To help children learn more about themselves.
2. To help children learn more about other people.
3. To help children and youth learn more about economic life.
4. To help children and youth prepare for effective roles as
citizens.
5. To help children and youth understand more fully their
physical environment.
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6. To help children and youth develop an appreciation of
the aesthetic values of life.
7. To help children and youth discover and nurture their
creative talents.
8. To help children and youth increase their basic skills
and knowledge.
9. To help children and youth cope with and accept change.
In determining a program structure, some analysts feel that
ideally the fundamental goals of the organization should be identi-
fied first, and that the program structure should relate all the
organization's activities to one of these fundamental purposes.
This ideal procedure, like all ideal procedures, is not extremely
helpful in applying PPBS to a particular organization. Indeed,
developing a program structure need not necessarily entail questions
such as a) what are the objectives of our organization? or b) how
can we group all existing activities by some fundamental arrangement
until they are all accounted for in terms of some stated objectives?
or c) what should be the major programs or program elements? The
right question that should be asked in the field of education need
not be one of the above questions. As Charles Hitch suggests in
"What are the Programs in Planning-Programming-Budgeting?". the
right question to ask may be a more decision-oriented one:
namely, how to project future resource and money
requirements in such a manner: a) that the program
structure focuses attention on the key policy dec-
isions affecting resource requirements; and b) that
the programmed requirements can 2 e used as (or tran-
slated into) budget categories.
PPBS is a decision-oriented framework for analysis. The ob-
jective of PPBS is not to rationalize decision-making but to im-
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EXHIBIT I)
SCHEMATIC PROGRAM STRUCTURE
DETAILED PROGRAM STRUCTURE
*
INSTRUCTIONAL
Adult Education
Business Education
Elementary
English
Foreign Language
Homemaking
Kindergarten
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Remedial Instruction
Science
Social Studies
Special Education
Summer School
Supplementary Education
Technical - Vocational
Unallocated
Unified Arts
SUPPORT
Administration
Athletics Subsidy
Attendance
Audio-Vi sual
Guidance
Health
Heating and Lighting
Libraries
Psychological Services
Research and Evaluation
School Lunch
School Plant
Supervision
Student Body Activities
Transportation
As described in the 1972 program budget.
Level Type Description
I yTota Total School SystemSystem
Programr Instructional SupportFamilIi es PP.
111 Programs Sci. Music Math (similar Admin. Library Pupil.(similar
-_ areas)' Per. areas)
IV Sub- Biology : Inst. K-3 Health
Programs Chemistry Vocal 4-5 Guid.
K-3 Geom. A ttend
*
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prove decision-making. Above all the program structure is meant
to help the decision-maker, usually by highlighting the fact that
key resource requirement decisions and key policy decisions are
inseparable.
A crucial question however is whether Brookline's program
22
structure emphasizes key policy decisions. The program structure
Brookline uses emphasizes the following questions: how much should
we spend for mathematics compared to English compared to social
studies. A different program structure could emphasize the following
questions: how much should we be spending teaching basic skills
compared to college preparation, work preparation, or environmental
appreciation. Or questions such as how many students will be en-
rolled over the next ten years and what kind of teachers will be
appropriate ten years from now. Or questions such as why do we have
an athletic program? Why do we subsidize student body activities?
Does our extracurricular program strive to accomplish the same ob-
jectives as our curricular program? I.f the answer is yes, shouldn't
we consider trade-offs?
If Brookline maintains the same program structure which was
suggested in 1969 by the budget director Dr. Tagle and does not
iteratively evaluate and update it, it may very well be difficult
for Brookline to realize the "real payoff" of "analysis of alternate
programs" for at least 5 to 10 years. In 1969, without much diffi-
culty, the traditional line-item budget format was converted to a
program budget format, which could conveniently be converted back
into a line-item budget. Unfortunately, from this point onward,
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the implementation of PPBS in Brookline has been bogged down:
developing objectives and evaluative criteria, producing program
memoranda, and producing alternate program analyses have met with
only limited success and has taken much longer than originally
anticipated.
Although there are many contributing factors involved which
may explain this limited success of PPBS in Brookline, which we
will discuss later, several factors seem particularly culprit:
1) a lack of iterative evaluation of the program structure and of
the program memoranda, and 2) a lack of systematic analysis focus-
ing on whether the PPB techniques and procedures of Brookline are
the proper tools to use for program analysis and evaluation.
In 1969, the main reason for PPBS in Brookline was budgeting
reform. Dr. Tagle, the Director for Funds and Facilities, was con-
cerned with developing a system to affect economies without affecting
educational quality. The result of this effort is the present pro-
gram structure, program memorandum, and program budgeting format
of Brookline. The documents and procedures of PPBS need to be
iteratively evaluated. The Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum
and Instruction, and not only the Assistant Superintendent for Funds
and Facilities, should now play a leading role if good quality analy-
sis of alternate programs is desired. The documents and procedures of
PPBS as initially implemented in Brookline are not eminently suitable
for program analysis and evaluation. There is too much emphasis on
budgeting problems, too much emphasis on demonstrating program
effectiveness, and too much emphasis on justifying budget requests to
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allow for effective program analysis and evaluation to occur. To
solve this problem, Brookline may wish to consider separate program
structure and separate program memoranda for public budgetary pur-
poses and for internal program analysis and resource allocation
decisions.
The Directors of Instruction in Brookline Evaluate PPBS
We interviewed the three directors of instruction in Brookline
who had been chosen in 1970 to develop pilot program memoranda (con-
taining goals and objectives, measures of effectiveness, existing
activities, evaluations and constraints, alternate proposals, and
multi-year fiscal projections on pupil, staff, and all related cost
estimates), the Director of English, the Director of Science, and
the Direqtor of Mathematics. Because the directors involved were
not completely familiar with PPBS, it was decided to "utilize the
services of a consultant to assist the program administrators to
formulate their ideas and to give thought to this vital stage."
Although the consultant, Harry Hartley, was "extremely helpful",
the development of these program memoranda is almost two years be-
hind schedule; the Director of Science has produced the only pre-
liminary draft (included as Appendix B) as of May 1972.
Some of the directors of instruction are skeptical that the
feedback from the classroom they desire and the development of
appropriate evaluative criteria will ever come about with PPBS.
They do not see PPBS as contributing significantly to the analysis
and development of their curricular program.
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All of the directors of instruction interviewed, however,
saw PPBS in Brookline as helpful (presently) for justifying expen-
ditures and for forcing an explicit examination and documentation
of their existing program.
This examination of present programs has been extremely useful
in Brookline---for developing behavioral objectives, for understanding
present activities, and for documenting for the first time present
costs of these activities. However, this examination of present programs
does not serve the same function as program evaluation and program
analysis (in which measures of effectiveness and operational eval-
uative criteria are used to evaluate present programs and inwhich
decisions regarding alternatives and resources are made).
In Brookline, program evaluation does not seem possible without
more feedback from the classroom. In order to produce more infor-
mation for program evaluation, Brookline is developing criterion
referenced testing (test items and forms that relate student per-
formance to what actually has been taught) based on behavioral ob-
jectives, as indicators of student success.
Generally, if PPBS is supposed to generate information to im-
prove decisions, then clearly the emphasis must not be on generating
increased amounts of information, but on generating useful and un-
biased information, information that in reality will affect decisions.23
As we shall see, the directors of instruction are having considerable
difficulty in developing appropriate, useful, and unbiased criteria
and measures for program evaluation.
We have agreed to the request of the three directors inter-
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viewed not to specify the source of specific comments. To dis-
tinguish between the comments of different directors, however,
we will identify different directors by different letters of the
alphabet.
Director A, when asked about the purposes of PPBS, responded:
For myself, I see PPBS as a means of justifying my
program in Brookline Public Schools and justifying
expenditures of money in support of this program.
PPBS will help me defend, explain, and achieve ad.
ministrative and public support for the program, and
will force me to examine program. It forces me to
stop and look and say what I'm doing. PPBS is a way
for the public to better understand what are the kids
learning, and how much is it costing. It gives cit-
izens a chance to make comparisons.
After thinking through PPBS in Brookline some more, this
director concluded that "what's it all about" is developing "ad-
ministrative and public support for the program". Director A saw
no direct effect on actual classroom teaching from PPBS so far and
could not really imagine any for at least a couple of years. As
for providing information to the public, he found the budget for
1972 "not too legible and not too understandable".
"In establishing PPBS", director A continued, "one of the
biggest drawbacks is time consumption. It consumes so much of the
director's job it's hard to establish. Major disadvantage: time
consumption."
The program memorandum required of Director A, whose respon-
sibilities included ordering supplies and textbooks, organizing
workshops, holding curricular meetings, implementing program,
evaluating teachers, supervising teachers, hiring and firing
teachers, consulting with principals and administrators, and
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keeping abreast of curricular innovations, "could easily take up
between 30-40% of my time." The audience for this memorandum was
"myself, school committee, and administrators. I don't think it
will have much of an effect on teachers and learning".
PPBS, at least for director A, is not completely satisfactory.
Instead of spending time on his other duties, director A is forced
to work on producing goals and behavioral objectives for all aspects
of his program. Eventually he hopes that teachers, administrators,
and the superintendent will see the document and critique it. How-
ever, he is worried that the teachers' general first reaction will be
that they're against it, and that they may see it as a device to
evaluate them. In addition, "although they don't know half of what
it is, they could sabotage it". Generally, this director doesn't
see PPBS in Brookline as meeting the needs of the teachers or the
principals. And only partially does it meet his own needs.2
4
There is something wrong with PPBS in Brookline. One could
hypothesize that either PPBS is inappropriate for public schools
or that PPBS is appropriate but has been applied wrongly in Brook-
line. However, neither of these answers is exactly correct, al-
though the latter seems much more correct than the former.
The program memorandum that the director is spending so
much costly tine on is supposed to fulfill three functions: 1) aid
in budgeting, 2) aid in program analysis, 3) aid in teaching. Each
of these functions however require different uses of information
and therefore different kinds of information.2 5 What might be
helpful information to a teacher may not be helpful to the school
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committee or to an administrator. In Brookline, for the reasons
outlined in the previous section, budgeting has been the original
dominating function. As such the program memoranda which are being
produced will not be of much use for program analysis or for
teachers, unless an iterative evaluative methodology is developed.
The second director of instruction I interviewed was equally
as candid as the first, and expressed a slightly different per-.
spective, which was expected. Generally, however, all the directors
see PPBS as quite helpful yet needing improvement; PPBS is by no
means completely satisfactory in Brookline.
Director B saw the primary purpose of PPBS as a
process of getting a hold of the program you have
responsibility for. A process of trying to get a
handle on the job. I think it is useful, will have
greater utility for me as we get further and further
into it. Certainly will be useful. No educational
experiment fails. If you put all the time and energy
into it, it's likely to be successful.
Director B felt reluctant to judge PPBS as yet. In time, however,
he felt that he "would probably judge PPBS in terms of utility to
manage program more effectively. Does it allow me to present,
change, support program? If it shows me ways to keep improving
program, then I'd say it was successful."
PPBS, director B said, could help him in developing the
program and in implementing it. As an aside, the director noted
that "PPBS may be more useful in obtaining funds, and in getting
the program used" than in developing the program.
Director B complained that he felt he was chosen "as a guinea
pig, chosen to lead the way". What is needed, he said, was "a
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greater delcaration of intent so signal is very loud and clear
that this is the direction we will go".
One advantage of PPBS, director B noted, was the transferring
of budgeting responsibility to the directors. Before PPBS, the
principals could say how strong a particular program would be in
their school.
After talking about PPBS for over an hour, director B con-
cluded
Test of PPBS: whether kids have good experiences in
the classroom. Does it meet the needs of kids? Would
like to see kids help prepare goal statements and make
decisions that have effect.
The Brookline directors of instruction feel a real need to
improve their curriculum and to help the kids. However, it seems
clear that, politically, in 1972 as in 1968, the Brookline Public
School's major perceived problem is not program analysis --- but
the budget.
Director B sees PPBS as an aid for justifying and for improving
his program. Much of this director's effort for improving his pro-
gram is focused on aiding teachers, and stimulating them to use the
available materials. PPBS is helping him justify his program to
teachers, as well as to administrators.
For myself, I don't see any major disadvantages but it
takes you away from things you're supposed to be doing.
Right now sort of competes with role of director. Time
you're not working with teachers, getting supplies, time
when you t re not building up your program. I try to do
both but neither one is being done efficiently.
These sentiments seem to -echo those of the first director we
interviewed.
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Perceptively, when asked about the major obstacles of PPBS,
director B fodused on the problem that behavioral objectives may
not be the right evaluative criteria to use, and if not, important
and costly consequences may follow.
When you begin to define behavioral terms you may in-
hibit other goals in the classroom. Mechanistic versus
human goals. A highly mechanistic approach to education
might produce to turn off students. Suppose one of our
goals in science is to explore our environment, probe,
and tease it to arrive at a better concept of what the
environment is. Yet we don't want this to become a school-
associated kind of thing.
Director B like Director A, saw as a major obstacle to PPBS
"the acceptance of the concept by the staff that will be affected
by it". Although some teachers express support, others seem to feel
that it's going to destroy spontaneity in the classroom, and that
it's going to be inhibiting'-.
There is no obvious solution to this problem, director B added
except to encourage people to use PPBS --- "we've got to try it to
find out if it will hurt or help" --.-and we would argue, except to
develop an iterative and hopefully unbiased methodology to contin-
uously evaluate and improve all procedures and applications of PPBS.
Several times during the interview director B complained about
how difficult and time-consuming it was to come up with behavioral
objectives.
I would like to see all the behavioral objectives in
biology, and then pick out the ones I want for my pro-
gram. How to get ahold of that kind of information?
Kind of think we ought to wait until five years from
now, and start over again. How many times do we have to
invent the wheel?
The state of the art in developing behavioral objectives, and
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other evaluative program criteria, is in its infancy in the field
of education. This is a major obstacle for PPBS in Brookline. It
may even be a fatal obstacle for PPBS in Brookline unless PPBS is
reexamined and revised.
Last year, 1971, we had a floor fight on town fund-
ing. School committee budget was turned town. The
1972 floor fight will be avoided because we've kept
our expenses down.
PPBS in Brookline is an administrative tool to help deal with
what is perceived to be a major problem: money. Unfortunately, PPBS
was never developed as a method for cutting costs, or a method for
controlling budget increases. This is one important reason why, if
Brookline is searching for a way to cut costs or justify costs or a
way to control what is going on in the bureaucracy of the school
system, some other alternative than PPBS should be considered for
these purposes.
The third director of instruction who was interviewed observed
that PPBS was an attempt to:
be accountable, generate numbers. At time of
adoption I was most negative...I think major ad-
vantage is that it does help teachers think through
what their objectives are. Atmosphere of PPBS: be
more pointed toward objectives...My biggest bitch
about PPBS is tying money to objectives. A real
front office fantasy. Can we demonstrate we are
achieving something for X dollars spent? I think
machinery is onerous and anti-humane. Adamantly
refuse to tie dollars to objectives...the whole
public relations thing doesn't work for me.
Director C argued that justifying expenditures, his expendi-
tures, in terms of achievement is ridiculous because PPBS assumes
that if you can't demonstrate achievement or measure achievement then
the educxjtion process has failed. Moreover, Director C continued,
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the PPBS requirements forcing him to demonstrate achievement were
burdensome and time-consuming and far too costly. PPBS, director
C felt, was anti-humane; it tried to attach dollars to what are
values, and it tried to attach dollars to the worth of being edu.
cated.
We feel that PPBS does not attach dollars to output, but
rather attaches dollars to various alternatives to achieve a
given objective. However, we do not pretend to be experts on PPBS
in Brookline. Our basic assumption is that there is some reason for
each of the criticisms each of the directors have made: PPBS in
Brookline may be based on a false belief that behavioral objectives
are adequate evaluative criteria for all the programs of the school.
Continuing the interview, director C criticized PPBS in Brook-
line as an attempt to be accountable by generating numbers, and
that to obtain these numbers, behavioral objectives had to be de-
fined. Then the accomplishment of achieving these behavioral ob-
jectives were to be measured. The director argued that not only was
the whole thing ludicrous, but it was too expensive.
It was ludicrous, director C continued, because behavioral
objectives are ludicrous. The director argued that education is
a whole, a gestalt that can not be broken down into its component
parts. In some sense, director C was affirming an old French
aphorism: "Everything the child learns in school he forgets---but
the education remains."26
A basic problem of many schools is an overemphasis on perfor-
mance and academic subject matter, instead of a focus on education.
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Brookline as well seems guilty of focusing on curricular objectives
to the exclusion of school system objectives, as outlined by the
Superintendent and by the community, and as shown in exhibit C.
Director C complained that "we're going back to preparing
lessons." As an example of what was wrong with PPBS in Brookline,
he mentioned "rapport", and emphatically stated that "I put a pre-
mium on kids talking in class." The director then argued that
some researchers have indeed found "behavioral differences in
smaller classes."
By limiting its focus to behavioral objectives, Brookline
seems to have neglected the evaluative program criteria of "talking
in class" and, probably has refused to even consider its merits as
an additional operational measure of program effectiveness.
This brings us to the problem of differing purposes and in-
fluences in evaluation. Since budgeting has been the stimulus for
PPBS in Brookline, evaluation for budgeting purposes, rather than
evaluation for planning purposes or evaluation for programming pur-
poses, have been emphasized.
For 1972, $22,680 has been appropriated for the Brookline Public
School System (K-12) for research and evaluation. Out of a budget of
$10,858,427 this amounts to 0.2%. This figure of $22,680 was the
same as 1971. Out of an increase of $223,115 for administrative
support from 1971 to 1972, no increase was made for research and
evaluation purposes.
For 1972, $14,000 of the $22,680 has been allocated to the
English program for a thorough evaluation of the K-12 English and
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language arts curriculum. Director C questioned the commitment
of Brookline to PPBS and to evaluation: "How can science evaluate if
they don't have the money?" The commitment for planning and pro-
gram analysis in Brookline just hasn't been made. As for helping
tenchers, it is "nonsense" one director shouted at me, to think
that so far in Brookline PPBS has changed things in the classroom.
Director C is convinced that PPBS is a powerful management
tool, but wonders about some of its implications. To all of the
directors we interviewed, PPBS as applied in Brookline is neither
a priori rational nor a priori helpful. To them, a large part of
PPBS is just time-consuming paperwork.
We are neither qualified nor familiar enough with the Brook-
line Public School System to really analyze the many criticisms and
comments that were directed to our attemtion.27 Instead, we will
direct these comments back to Brookline. If PPBS in Brookline is
going to be helpful, and if PPBS is going to succeed in improving
decision making, then these issues and criticisms must be analyzed,
evaluated, and the methodology improved.
Director A, during a moment of resignation, self-interest, and
philosophical inquisitiveness, asked out loud, "When does it all
end, if ever?"
We are familiar enough with PPBS in Brookline to answer this
question. As planned by Dr. Tagle, and as conceived by the author,
along with the examination and evaluation of present programs, and
along with the development of evaluative criteria, PPBS in Brookline
will involve development of feasible alternatives, and development
of some sort of intuitive and/or systematic model to predict the
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direct and indirect impacts of these alternatives. (Part of this
model could be a theory of learning. Another part of this model
could help predict impacts on the budget, on teacher performance, on
administrative arrangements, on community attitudes, and on how the
alternatives complement or obtrude upon other parts of the total
curriculum.)
A process of evaluation to select the preferred alternative
would be the next step --- based on the above prediction of impacts
(direct and indirect costs and benefits), based on a systematic
consideration of uncertainties, based on an examination and evaluation
of existing programs, based on a systematic examination of school
goals and of the educational needs of students, and based on the
judgment and experience and expertise of the decision makers. A
partial implementation of the selected alternative would follow from
this process, in coordination with a systematic iterative evaluation.
Only a few benefits will accrue to Brookline if only a few of
the above processes are implemented. Yet, manpower and monetary
costs to the school system are directly related and derive from
the ambitiousness of PPBS. The benefits as compared to the costs
(considering direct and indirect impacts) for formally and system-
atically implementing each of the above processes, and other parts
of PPBS, could be positive, zero or negative depending on the part-
icular characteristics of present planning, programming, and budget-
ing processes in the Brookline Public School System.
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Budgeting in Brookline in I9M2
The superintendent's recommended program budget for the
fiscal year 1972 is shown, in summary form, in Appendix C.
In Brookline, as in many school districts, administrators are
aware at an early stage in the budgeting process of the approx-
imate amount of money that will be available for the school
system for the following fiscal year.28 For Brookline, a
guideline of a 5% budget increase over the 1971 fiscal year, or
$10,860,466 was expected to be available for 1972. Since the
Brookline Public Schools wanted to avoid another floor fight on
town funding, as had occurred during the previous year, the
above figure of $10,860,466 was religiously respected.
The basic structure of the budget decisions in most city
school systems, as it still is in Brookline, is to "assume that
existing programs will continue and to focus budget analysis,
such as it is, upon proposed changes in and additions to the
existing program."29 In 1972 in Brookline, administrators know
basically how money will be allocated because existing programs
almost always continue.
Traditionally, existing programs in schools are reviewed
systematically on only the rarest of occasions.30 And there are
many reasons for this. Some of these reasons we have already
considered in detail in chapter II.
Traditional budgeting formats and existing state and
federal guidelines for school budgeting do not require systematic
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analysis. Moreover, schools do not have the manpower nor the
resources to perform these analyses even if they wanted to,3 1
which they don't, because schools are bureaucratic and basically
conservative formal organizations.32 Another reason for the tra-
ditional lack of systematic program analysis in schools is the
existence of little truly helpful knowledge in the field of learn-
ing and in the fieldof education. Still another reason is that
there is little information for school administrators and for
school boards to conduct program analyses with. The determining
factors used most often by school boards in evaluating programs
is the opinion of the school's professional staff. The school
bureaucracy has substantial influence, over the whole budgeting
process, since school board members have usually neither the time
nor the competence to analyze the complete budget or to analyze
34
programs.
The three major pressure groups on schools, parents, employees,
and efficiency groups have not pressured for systematic analysis
of programs. Indeed, pressures on a school committee are often so
conflicting as to necessitate little action if any.35
Technical problems limiting systematic program analysis also
abound. Objectives of the school and of the school's programs are
usually general and vague and often very difficult to define;
viable alternatives to existing programs are often difficult to
identify; the selection of programs is often based on political or
value-laden considerations which the administration and the school
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committee may wish to remain implicit; and in general the whole
problem of systematic program analysis in education is very com-
plex and full of uncertainties.
In 1972, Brookline's budgeting decisions still focused on
changes in and additions to existing programs. Brookline's 1972
budget does not show future financial implications of present
decisions, does not show multi-year projections, and does not
focus on planning. Most schools don't do much substantive or
fiscal planning and Brookline is no exception.
Brookline's 1972 budget contains much more cost-accounting
information than previous budgets and makes comparisons of pro-
gram costs visible. This type of information 1) may indicate
where the school is efficient, 2) may act as a warning light for
programs that are becoming costly, 3) may allow decision makers
to compare costs of providing service to costs of contracting for
service, 4) mar aid in tying substantive planning to fiscal plan-
ning by making costs explicit where they could only be guessed
at before, and 5) may allow trade-offs between spending for teachers,
equipment, and materials and between spending for different pro-
grams all possible.
Brookline's 1972 budget indicates a vast impr'vement over
previous virtually nonexistent cost-accounting methods. Cost per
pupil, cost per hour, and cost per enrollee are detailed for
each program. As a specific example of the usefulness of this
type of cost-accounting information, Dr. Tagle mentioned the pro-
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blem of deciding whether to continue a driver education course
in the school. Now he could compare the total costs and the costs
per pupil of the school's driver education program to a private
driver education program whose services the school could purchase.
Also this type of cost-accounting information could be particularly
useful if and when the state begins supplying the bulk of the
funds for public schools, as a means of justifying Brookline's
relatively high per pupil expenditures.
Cost accounting is a first important step to tie substantive
planning to fiscal planning. Costs are made explicit where they
could only be guessed at before. Also, this cost-accounting in-
formation may be emminently useful for analysing tradeoffs between
spending for teachers, equipment, and materials. An example of
this type of trade-off analysis is that a reduction of 20% in
class size may be equal in cost to a 1600% increase in educational
materials;36 the question therefore becomes which alternative will
produce the greater educational benefits.
Key planning decisions affecting resource requirements for
most public schools are based on projections of student enrollment,
projections of thenumbers and kind of professional staff needed
for these students, and projection of professional staff salaries.
When Brookline begins developing a multi-year budget in the near
future, which Dr. Tagle says is planned, these projections will
be, hopefully, made explicit.
We have argued previously that a key function of a program
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budget for schools is to highlight key policy decisions affecting
resource requirements. Brookline*s program structure and new
program format as shown in the 1972 budget is a helpful, though
far from perfect, first step in this direction.
At this stage of PPBS in Brookline, program budgeting empha-
sizes control as a means to affect economies. The program budget
is not yet quite useful for planning, nor does it seem very useful
to the public who may want intelligible information to make the
school more accountable to them, and who may want less bureaucratic
control over the schools, and more community control.
Program budgeting in Brookline has a strong centralizing
bias: the school committee and particularly the top administration
would like to make some of the decisions, and obtain some of the
information, that had previously been regarded as the province of
lower levels.
Administrative Uses of PPBS in Brookline
What is Brookline trying to accomplish with PPBS? What are
Brookline's future plans? An excerpt from the Superintendent's
budget message for 1972 gives some indication:
When all program memoranda under the Planning-Program-
ming-Budgeting System have been completed in the next
few years, you will then begin to have an opportunity
to choose alternative ways of accomplishing specific
instructional goals and know the cost-benefits of each
choice. This fact, *ombined with an eventual establish-
ment of an educational data bank and evaluation schema
for each curriculum area, will enable the Brookline
School Committee to relate expenditure to pupil achieve-
ment.3 7
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PPBS is being used to allow both the administration and the
school committee to independently evaluate the programs of the
school; Brookline hopes to develop computer-based data files that
will be used to monitor student performance and achievement. The
memorandum shown in exhibitEdetails what the Director of Science
is planning on doing for the coming year,3 8 and details the general
path Brookline has decided to follow.
This path, involving development of instructional objectives,
criterion-referenced testing, and information systems, is an ex-.
pensive one to follow. Brookline probably should consider,at this
time, whether the additional benefits that are projected are worth
the additional (long and short run) costs.
PPBS in Brookline is defined by Dr. Tagle as
a process wherein the objectives of achievement are
noted, and alternative methods of achieving the ob-
jectives over an extended time frame are detirmined,
analyzed, budgeted, selected, and evaluated.
One goal of this PPB system in Brookline is to aid in finding
ways to "effect economies without sacrificing in any way the ex-
cellent quality of our existing educational programs". Another
goal of PPBS in Brookline is to help the School Committee and the
town finance committee make important policy and resource allocation
decisions. To achieve these goals, Brookline has decided to de-
velop methods of providing more data on curricular achievement, and
has decided to develop cost-benefit formulations of alternative
ways of accomplishing specific instructional goals.
Brookline's approach to PPBS focuses on operational control
within already selected programs. PPBS in Brookline in 1972 does
EXHIBIT E'
MEMORANDUM
TO: David W. Parfitt
FROM: Harry J. Hartley
SUaJECT: Further Developme-nt of Program Planning
Our major concern now is the expansion of your program planning to individual classrooms.
I suggest that we pursue the'following activities between now and September 1:
I. Develop teaching training materials for in-setvice work with your staff
(emphasis on the process and format of writing objectives).
2. Develop esplicit instructional objectives (behavioral or otherwise) in
several subject areas (i.e. biology,' physics, third grade science). We
might use the C.A.M. format.
3. Develop criterion-referenced testing (test items and forms that relate the.
student's performance to what actually has been taught).
4. Identify and code instructional resources, such as kitf, needed to accomplish
the specified objectives (the resources should be cross-indexed by objective)
for'the selected pilot subjetts.
5. Develp the computer-based data files that will beiused to monitor student
J\ ~~performanceland program effectiveness.
Data processing can be used to develop: (A) a Brookline bank of
instructional objectives; (B) diagnostic pr.ojides on students; (C) monitoring
of each student in each segment, unit, o. rn6dule of a program; (D) coding
and banking of Brookline instructional resou ces; (E) a Brookline bank of
criterion-referenced test items; and (F) a date base on performance
expectancies far objectives.
The first steps will be to identify the pilot subjects, select'teachers, and develop a tirme-
table of activities.
February 11, 1972
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not emphasize analysis of alternative programs, does not emphasize
long range planning and long range fiscal consequences of present
decisions, does not emphasize the accomplishment of school goals,
and does not attempt to highlight key decision problems affecting
resource requirements. There is little systematic analysis being
done or being planned in Brookline, with regard to major resource
allocation decisions.
With PPBS, Brookline is developing a program budget empha-
sizing cost accounting information, developing specific instructional
goals within programs and developing criterion referenced testing
to measure achievement with respect to these goals. By making
program costs explicit, and by making pupil achievement in each
program explicit, possibilities for more analysis evolve.
Although this cost and achievement information may be some-
what helpful to the administration and to the school committee,
it may be that this information is being produced not to improve
decision making but to counter growing political and budgeting
pressures on the school. Program costs and pupil achievement
data will be very helpful for the school system to justify its
budget requests to the school committee, and, when the time comes
Dr. Tagle emphasizes, to the state.
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CHAPTER IV
PPBS IN BROOKLINE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECONMENDATIONS
There are many costs and benefits, many functions and dys-
functions, and many diverse purposes associated with PPBS in Brook-
line. We will present here our preliminary conclusions on PPBS in
Brookline, and on the many direct ,nd indirect impacts associated
with Brookline's implementation of PPBS. We will utilize a frame-
work based on the systematic examination of PPBS presented in chapter
II and based on the Brookline case study presented in chapter III as
an aid in understanding the underlying causes producing the less than
optimal implementation of PPBS in Brookline. Our framework of six
dynamic and interrelated factors is an exploratory attempt to system-
atically analyze Brookline's PPB system, and to discover possible
solutions for the problems of PPBS in Brookline. Isolating and iden-
tifying the problem of excessive time consumption for the directors of
instruction in developing the program memorandum, for example, is only
a first step in analyzing the causes and the possible solutions to
this problem. As we will show, the problem of excessive time consump-
tion for PPBS is more a symptom of other factors at work than an
isolated problem to be solved.
We will make an initial attempt to isolate the effects of six
fairly complex and diffuse interrelated forces affecting PPBS in
public schools. By isolating the effects of the lack of money and
manpower on PPBS in education, for example, compared to the effects
deriving from 1) a lack of experience and knowledge in implementing
PPBS, 2) the political and organizational pressures on the school,
3) the ambiguity and institutionalization of PPBS, 4) the complexity
of education, and 5) a tradition of incremental decision making in
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education, it should become apparent what improvements an increase
in money and manpower will produce if all other constraints remain
the same.
In the second section of this chapter, we will present a pre-
liminary evaluation of PPBS in Brookline. In evaluating PPBS in
Brookline, we will consider the actual goals of PPBS in Brookline,
the changes affected in Brookline by PPBS, and the pressing school
system problems facing Brookline in 1972 (PPBS has to compete for
funds with instructional and other resource needs in schools, and
with other public and private taxpayer expenditures).
Finally, in the third section of this chapter, we will present
our preliminary recommendations for Brookline, based on the above
considerations, and based on the systematic analysis and documentation
of PPBS presented in chapters I, II, and III of this thesis.
Preliminary Conclusions
Many factors have prevented a less than optimal implementation
of PPBS in Brookline. The following brief list presents a frame-
work for a systematic and summary overview of the major forces
affecting systematic analysis in Brookline, and of the major forces
facing Brookline in applying PPBS in 1972. It is our hope that this
framework will stimulate comment and critical review, modification
and improvement, and will contribute towards a better understanding
of PPBS in public schools.
1. Manpower and Money
A large part of the development of PPBS in Brookline, devel-
oping program memoranda, has been put squarely on the shoulders of
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the directors of instruction. With PPBS, the directors are now for
the first time responsible for the budgeting of their program, and
for the development of a document containing goals and objectives
for their curriculum, measures of effectiveness, documentation of
existing activities, evaluations and constraints, alternate pro-
posals, and multi-year projections on pupil, staff, and all related
cost estimates.
The other responsibilities and duties of the directors
(ordering supplies and textbooks, consulting with principals and
administrators, supervising, evaluating, hiring, firing, and
holding workshops for teachers, implementing program), which took
up all of the directors' time before PPBS, have not been reduced.
Because Brookline has not decreased the day-to-day administrative
chores of the directors of instruction, and because Brookline has
not provided additional funding to hire additional staff and to
perform evaluations, no one has the time (or the rdsources) in
Brookline to focus on planning and analysis of curricular alternatives,
in a systematic way. Due to the lack of manpower and money being
devoted to research and evaluation and PPBS in Brookline, the
development of program memoranda, documenting planning and analy-
sis of curricular programs, has been a failure: only one prelim-
inary draft has been produced so far, andthe other two are two
years behind inthe process of development.
Due to a lack of support staff in Brookline, developing
behavioral objectives, writing program memoranda, preparing budget
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documents, and the whole process of educating administrators and
teachers that PPBS is desirable consumes excessive amounts of
time from top-level administrators and program directors.
Future plans for developing a computer based data file to
monitor student performance and program effectiveness, for devel-
oping a Brookline data bank of instructional objectives,and for
developing criterion referenced tests may be unrealistic and in-
feasible; due to a lack of manpower and money in the Brookline
Public School System.
PPBS in Brookline does not as yet significantly aid resource
allocation, programming, planning, or operational decision making.
A lack of money and manpower is one reason for this. How can
directors of instruction evaluate if they have no money, no time,
no staff?
There is a lack of systematic analysis in Brookline of
whether the PPB techniques being used are the proper tools to
use (best alternative) for curricular analysis and evaluation.
Due to the fact that only 0.2% of the budget, $22,680, is going
for research and evaluation (an amount that is not increasing
from year to year), and due to the fact that there are no full
time analysts in Brookline (no additional staff and only a once-
a-month consultant has been hired), there exists no formal, syste-
matic, and rigorous iterative evaluation in Brookline.
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2. Experience and Knowledge
It has been difficult to implement PPBS in Brookline.
Although Brookline began implementing PPBS only three years ago,
the implementation of PPBS in Brookline is already two years
behind schedule. Developing objectives and evaluative criteria,
producing program memoranda, and producing alternate program
analyses have met with only limited success, and has taken much
longer than originally anticipated.
PPBS in Brookline has been applied cautiously and methodi-
cally because Tagle realizes thnt the application of PPBS to
Brookline will necessarily be exploratory in nature, and will
encounter many pitfalls on the way to a successful application.
Tagle expects no miracles to occur with PPBS, and anticipates
many difficulties on the way.
Determination of the program structure in Brookline focused
on whether the program structure should be cilrriculum-oriented,
building-oriented, grade-level-oriented, or service-oriented.
None of these options emphasizes key policy or key budget deci-
sions. A general lack of knowledge and experience helpful for
developing a useful program structure in public schools forced
Brookline to limit its considerations.
The state of the art in developing behavioral objectives
and other evaluative criteria, is in its infancy in the field of
education. This is a major obstacle for PPBS in Brookline. The
development of behavioral objectives for each curricular program
and subprogram has been severely constrained by the lack of
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behavioral objectives in the general educational literature.
The directors of instruction have had to spend substantial a-
mounts of time in developing and searching for appropriate be-
havioral objectives.
Some of the PPB procedures and techniques used in Brookline
may not be appropriate for curricular development, curricular
analysis, and for judging the success of education. PPBS is
not a priori rational nor a priori helpful in Brookline. In
Brookline, there was much emphasis on programs, teaching, students,
andthe quality of education in general before PPBS---and little
emphasis on the budget. Now there exists a very real financial
emphasis.
In the field of education, there is a lack of any operational
objectives except behavioral objectives. Partially because of
this reason, PPBS in Brookline may be overemphasizing the use of
behavioral objectives to the detriment of other non-behavioral
objectives of education, or other evaluative criteria. The result
of more data on solely behavioral measures would, perhaps, be
to overweight certain objectives of education.
Since the body of knowledge and the experience of imple-
menting PPBS in education is so rare, Brookline views its ex-
perienced consultant, Professor Hartley, as the expert on PPBS
in education, and Professor Hartley's book, Educational Planning-
Pro gramming-Budgeting: A Systems Approach, as the fundamental text.
An unquestioning allegiance to Professor Hartley's suggestions for
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implementation of PPBS is surely unwise, especially considering
the fact that some of his suggestions (such as those shown in ex-
hibit E) may be unrealistic, infeasible, and unbalanced.
3. Political and Organizational Pressures
The stimulus and driving force behind PPBS in Brookline
is the Director of Funds andFacilities, Dr. Tagle. A PPB program
budget was implemented in 1969 as an aid in avoiding nit-picking
budgeting problems, as an aid in providing more information to
the school committee for policy decisions, as an aid in affecting
economies without affecting educational quality, as a means of
reforming antiquated budgeting documents and procedures, and as
an aid in justifying budget requests.
The Assistant Superintendent forCurriculum and Instruction
does not now play a leading role in PPBS, which may be necessary
if good curricular analysis is desired.
The program memorandum is useful to the directors of in-
struction for justifying expenditures and for examining their
program. They have no desire however to develop behavioral
objectives for all of their programs and subprograms. The
development of these behavioral objectives, and the measurement
of achievement with respect to these objectives, is mainly for
Dr. Tagle andthe school committee.
Despite the development of operational behavioral ob-
jectives, PPBS probably will have little impact on teaching
and learning in the Brookline Public School System. Some
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teachers see PPBS as a means to evaluate them, and could sab-.
otage the evaluation of present programs with PPBS.
The directors of instruction feel a real need to improve
their program andto meet the educational needs of their students.
PPBS does not focus on this need, but focuses on the problem
of obtaining resources.
Is PPBS in Brookline designed to meet the needs of students?
No. Is PPBS in Brookline designed to meet the needs of principals?
No. Does PPBS meet the needs of teachers, or the directors of
instruction? No. And only partially does PPBS meet the needs
of the school committee. PPBS hopes to centralize decision making
in Brookline by producing information for top administrators to
independently evaluate the programs ofthe school. However, PPBS
is not yet useful as an aid in planning, and not yet useful as an
aid to the public, who may desire more community control and less
bureaucratic control of school policies andschool expenditures.
PPBS has been developed in Brookline to meet the needs of the
administration and the needs of the school committee for more
authority and for more control over curricular programs and over
curricular decisions, as well as being developed as a general
framework to improve decision making.
To directors of instruction, PPBS can serve as an aid in
justifying their curriculum to teachers, andin justifying their
curriculum to the school committee.
Despite the fact that PPBS in Brookline in 1972 does not
involve analysis of alternatives, long range planning (and fiscal
consequences of present programs), emphasi7ing accomplishment of
school goals, and highlighting key policy or budget decisions,
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PPBS may be considered as being "successful" in Brookline be-
cause budget increases have been simultaneously reduced along
with (but not because of) the implementation of PPBS.
The data files and cost achievement information planned
for Brookline, we have argued, may be expensive and inappropriate.
However, this type of data will be very helpful for the school
system to justify its budget requests to the school committee,
and when the time comes, Dr. Tagle emphasizes, to the state.
4. Ambiguity and Institutionalization of PPBS
PPBS does not present cookbook solutions to be easily
implemented. Many of the problems and pitfalls concerned with
the implementation of PPBS in Brookline are at least partially
caused by the ambiguity, and institutionalized procedures and
documents of PPBS. PPBS should not inhibit alternate educa-
tional considerations andother educational innovations. As
implemented in Brookline, PPBS is not a priori rational, nor
a priori helpful.
The fact that PPBS does not emphasize key policy or budget
decisions in Brookline, and the lack of systematic iterative
evaluation in Brookline, is caused at least in part by the
ambiguity of what PPBS is, what PPBS should be used f or, and
what procedures are necessary for implementation.
Brookline's PPB system,may be an unrealistic and uneconomic
solution to the problems of affecting economies, and of controlling
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school bureaucrats.
Other alternatives such as the recommendations we make later
in this chapter, perhaps should be considered for these problems
in Brookline. PPBS may not be very useful to the community of
Brookline if they want more control over their school system, and
if they want more control over school officials. Nevertheless,
PPBS may be considered successful by the community if budget in-
creases have been reduced.
In Brookline, PPBS has a centralizing bias: the school com-
mittee and particularly top administration would like to make
some of the decisions, and obtain some of the information on
achievement and curricular effectiveness, that had previously
been decentralized. This is one reason for Brookline's desire
for the development of a data file on student achievement,
diurricular objectives, and curricular effectiveness.
PPBS makes possible the centralization of decision making,
but is in fact consistent with any degree appropriate to the
circumstances. Top administrators and the school board in
Brookline could achieve many of the benefits of the systems
approach while decentralizing many of the detailed decisions
which now flow through their hands.
PPBS in Brookline limits its focus to behavioral objectives
and criterion referenced testing. The focus of PPBS should not
be on mere quantitative measures of education, but on important
measures of education even if they are difficult to measure.
"Rapport" and "talking in class" are not being considered as
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appropriate evaluative criteria perhaps because they are con-
sidered in Brookline inconsistent with and too subjective for
a systematic analysis.
It is not a requirement of PPBS to have a budgeting emphasis.2
And PPBS need not require the same documents for public budgeting
purposes and for internal curricular analysis and resource allo-
cation. Evaluation for budgeting purposes is emphasized in Brook-
line. Brookline may wish to consider a separate program structure
and a separate program memorandum for public budgeting purposes
and for internal detailed resource allocation decisions.
5. Complexity of Education
The complexity of the process of education and the ambiguity
of the task facing schools have been major obstacles for the im-
plementation of PPBS in Brookline. Brookline has had considerable
difficulty defining curricular objectives, curricular alternatives,
and curricular evaluative criteria. And Brookline has presently
given up on the idea of systematically defining school goals.
There is no emphasis with PPBS in Brookline on systematic accom-
plishment of school goals, on deriving program goals from overall
school goals, and on developing a program structure from school
goals.
There may be an overemphasis on achievement and subject matter
in Brookline at the expense of the overall objectives of education.
A problem with PPBS in Brookline is the assumption that if you
can't measure achievement in the classroom then the educational
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process has failed. A potential problem with PPBS in Brookline
may also be the assumption that education is primarily behavioral,
and the assumption that education is little more than the sum of
these behavioral components.
The problem of excessive time consumption in Brookline in
writing program memoranda is, assuredly, at least partially caused
by the complexity of the process of education and the ambiguity
of the task facing schools.
Teachers may see PPBS as inhibiting them in the classroom,
and as not really meeting the educational needs of students. This
may indeed be a potential problem for PPBS in Brookline.
6. Incrementalism
PPBS in Brookline in 1972 does not emphasize planning or
analysis of curricula (although there is probably much more thought
in Brookline now about the necessity for analysis and planning).
Program budgeting was Brookline's first step towards PPBS, but
the program budget did not really highlight key policy or budget
decisions or the fiscal consequences of present decisions or long
range plans. Yet, Brookline's program budget may be useful 1) to
indicate where the school is most and least efficient, 2) to act
as a warning light for programs that are becoming excessively costly,
3) to allow decision makers to compare costs of providing service to
costs of contracting for service, 4) to aid in tying substantive
planning to fiscal planning by making costs explicit where they
could only be guessed at before, and 5) to allow trade-offs be-
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tween spending for teachers, equipment and materials and between
spending for different programs all possible.
PPBS is no panacea for Brookline's decision making difficul-
ties and problems. A tradition of incremental decision making
in public schools will obviously not be miraculously overturned
by a few new administrative innovations, and by a few new admin-
istrative procedures. (PPBS when implemented may be reduedd to
a few new administrative innovations, and a few new administrative
procedures unless top leadership understands PPBS, is responsive
to systematic analysis, and is able to communicate the desirability
of PPBS.)
Even though there may be little curricular analysis involved
with PPBS in Brookline now, Brookline's examination of present
programs developed for the program memoranda, may be useful for
understanding present activities, for documenting manpower and
material costs for these activities, and for stimulating system-
atic thought about how to improve these curricular activities.
The success of PPBS in Brookline may require more inspired
and responsive leadership. There is no great declaration of intent
that PPBS is the direction Brookline will be taking. Moreover,
it is not at all clear that the school board, and even top admin-
istrators, are extremely responsive to (or desirous of) systematic
analysis or existing programs, for traditional reasons, for pol-
itical reasons, and for lack of manpower and money.
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Overview
This thesis presents an initial attempt to systematically
analyze PPBS in Brookline. In 1972, systematic analysis of PPBS
is a new field. As such, it will be at best exploratory,in nature
and will encounter many difficulties. Some of our preliminary
conclusions concerning PPBS in Brookline may be wrong; and some
of our criticism may be unwarranted upon further study. However,
this attempt should serve well as a document for scrutiny by others
in considering the many problems and pitfalls, the many benefits and
costs, of PPBS in education.
Our conclusions on the functions and dysfunctions, and on
the many diverse problems anduses of PPBS in Brookline are, at best,
tentative. These preliminary conclusions however should stimulate
in Brookline cormnent and critical review, and hopefully, improvement
and modification via the development in Brookline of a formal,
systematic and rigorous iterative and evaluative methodology.
From the systematic examination of PPBS presented in chapter
II, and from the Brookline case study presented in chapter III, we
have derived a framework of six fairly complex and diffuse inter-
related forces affecting PPBS in public schools. These six dynamic
and interrelated factors document the necessity for doing iterative
evaluation, provide a.framework for understanding the basic forces
facing PPBS in public schools, and hopefully, may help decision
makers develop solutions to the many problems and difficulties facing
the implementation of PPBS in public schools.
-1A
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Evaluating PPBS in Brookline
Evaluating PPBS in Brookline is by no means an easy task.
There are many goals involved with PPBS in Brookline, many func-
tions and dysfunctions, many uses and impacts, and many long
range and secondary effects which can only be guessed at. Be.-
cause of our lack of complete familiarity with the Brookline
Public School System, we can only speculate on the changes affected
on decision-making in Brookline by PPBS, and on the many press-
ing school system problems facing Brookline in 1972, with which
PPBS has to compete for funds either directly or indirectly.
A systematic evaluation of PPBS should consider the following
questions:
---Do benefits exceed costs (both direct and indirect)?
---To whom do these benefits accrue?
---Do benefits exceed costs for various parts of PPBS?
-- Do benefits exceed costs for parts of the program
memorandum, and for certain data processing applications?
(apply marginal analysis to PPBS)
--..What are the goals of PPBS?
---Is PPBS achieving these goals?
---Operationally, what is PPBS trying to accomplish in
Brookline?
---Can other alternatives be considered which more
effectively and more efficiently accomplish these
same operational goals?
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A systematic evaluation of PPBS in Brookline should comple-
ment the basic judgments and experience of the decision makers
in Brookline, and is intended to aid, and not replace, the final
evaluative decision. In this thesis, we have focused on documenta-
tion and systematic analysis. A systematic on-going evaluation of
of PPBS in Brooklineis an important task remaining for the Brook-
line Public School System. Although we are not experts on PPBS
in Brookline, and although we have not focused on systematic eval-
uation in this thesis, some of our impressions and tentative thoughts
on the goals of PPBS in Brookline, on the changes affected by PPBS
in Brookline, and on the pressing problems facing the Brookline
Public School System in 1972 may be thought-provoking, and may be
helpful in developing an effective and rigorous iterative evaluation
of PPBS in Brookline.
Evaluating PPBS in Brookline: Impressions and Preliminary Observations
In our case study of Brookline we have isolated three goals
for PPBS in Brookline:
1) Effect economies without adversely affecting educational
quality;
2) Aid the school committee and the town finance committee in
making important policy decisions;
3) Aid in administrative decision making within the schoo1
system.
It is our impression that the effectiveness of PPBS in Brookline so
far in meeting these three goals has been minimal. PPBS has potential
for accomplishing the third goal. However, Brookline may have to
look elsewhere for additional innovative alternatives to accomplish
goals one and two.
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The changes affected by PPBS in Brookline seem to be minimal.
There have been some benefits, and some costs. The effect of PPBS
on the classroom has been minimal, or nonexistent. The effect of
PPBS on curricular development and analysis has varied from program
to program, but our impression is that in no case has it been sig.
nificantly helpful. The effect of PPBS on planning has been minimal.
The effect of PPBS on budgeting has been significant, but probably
not significantly beneficial as yet in stimulating consideration of
key policy decisions or key budget resource allocation decisions.
Identifying the most pressing problems facing the Brookline
Public School System is a matter of perspective. From the view.
point of top school administration, school financing isthe crucial
problem. From theviewpoint of parents, what the schools are teaching
and what the schools are accomplishing may be pressing problems.
From the viewpoint of the school board, a most pressing problem
might be that they have lost effective control of the school. It
seems clear that PPBS is being implemented to solve the most press.
ing problems of top school administrators. (This is not necessarily
the fault of the school administration. The school committee may have
abrogated its responsibilities, as a representative ofthe commun-
ity and as a policy and control board, due to a lack of time, and
staff.)
Preliminary Recommendations
Our basic recommendation for Brookline is to systematically,
formally, rigorously, and iteratively evaluate PPBS. Optimally,
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this iterative evaluation should formally involve the people
actually using PPBS, the people who will be affected by this use
of PPBS, and an independent observer, such as a consultant or an
in-house school administrative staff reporting both to the school
committee and to the school administration.
It is our hope that Brookline will consider in its iterative,
evaluative process some basic steps to mitigate the effects of the
basic forces we have identified which make it difficult to use
systems analysis in education, and which make it difficult to
implement PPBS in public schools:
1).Lack of manpower and money. Brookline should consider
presenting to school committee documentation of and
systematic future plans for benefits of PPBS (especially
long range benefits) versus costs, to stimulate reallo-.
cation of resources.
2) Lack of Experience and Knowledge. Brookline should
qnsider improvin& communication with other schools
using PPBS, with other schools emphasizing behavioral
objectives, and with its own staff. Should cautiously
and methodically implement PPBS; iteratively evaluate.
3) Political and organizational pressures. Brookline should
consider improving communication within school system
and external to the school system concerning PPBS. Should
consider involving interested parties within process of
iterative evaluation.
4) Ambiguity and institutionalization of PPBS. Brookline
should consider systematically analyzing what PPBS is
for, systematically analyzing school resource allocation
problems, and then abalyze alternatives (including PPBS)
to aid in solving these problems.
5) Complexity of education. Brookline should consider
emphasizing flexibility. Should consider whether
PPBS is applicable to all facets of decision making
in public schools, or can best be focused on certain
decision problems.
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6) Incrementalism. Brookline should consider net result
of PPBS: will new information and new techniques actually
affect decision making? Should consider ways to make
administration andschool committee more responsive to
systematic analysis. Should consider communicating
importance of PPBS, even if it is being implemented
experimentally. Should consider taking burden of
staff work and documentation of PPBS off directors
by transferring it to lower staff or a new staff
part-time member. Should consider giving directors
more opportunity for improving PPBS, and for devel-
oping strategies for implementation.
More iterative evaluation and more improvement in Brookline's
PPB system is needed to increase benefits and to decrease costs.
Brookline has not yet produced an optimal implementation of PPBS
in its initial attempt. PPBS can be made more effective and more
efficient in Brookline; And can be implemented as a framework to
stimulate more consideration of other educational innovations and
other educational alternatives.
To these ends, we think Brookline should consider the following
additional specific recommendations during its iterative evaluation
process:
To Aid Budgeting
-continue to provide more information on program costs.
-consider desirability and possibility of including a yearly
evaluation of the school system by an independent group
of educators as an integral part of the budgeting process.
-consider providing opportunity for community to voice
demands at an early stage of the budgeting process.
-consider an additional program structure emphasizing long
range planning.
-consider an additional program structure emphasizing key
budget resource requirement decisions.
-consider an additional program structure emphasizing
policy questions and highlighting goals.
-consider decentralizing detailed budget decision making so
that more policy considerations are possible.
-consider informational needs of the school committee
for policy decision making as well as for piecemeal
budget decision making.
-consider desirability and possibility of school committee
exerting more influence on the implementation of PPBS
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and on the entire budgeting process by designating a staff
in the superintendent's office reporting directly to both
the school committee and the superintendent, to focus on
discovering pressing school problems, analysis of these
problems, and communication of information.
To Aid Planning
-consider systematically developing and up-dating all
long-range projections of students, building needs and
costs, kind and number of teadhers needed, teacher
salaries, available resources, and options to deal
with these projections.
-consider systematically evaluating school goals and
educational needs of students and of the community
as an aid in policy formulation.
-consider formulating a program structure emphasizing
long range implications of present decisions and
emphasizing key future resource decisions affecting
future options.
To Aid Programming
-consider development of a new program memoranda especially
designed for curricular analysis.
-consider the informational needs of the directors of
instruction as defined by the directors not as defined
by PPBS.
-emphasize informational needs of curricular analysis and
not informational requirements of a PPB system.
-consider the possibility of the Assistent Superintendent
for Curriculum and Instruction and of the Directors of
Instruction being more active participants in defining,
revising, and iteratively evaluating PPBS.
-consider decreasing the administrative chores of the
directors of instruction so that more time can be spent
on curricular examination, evaluation, and analysis.
-consider new program structure emphasizing intra-depart-
mental programs and experimentation.
-consider eliminating excessive paper-work, excessive
documentation, and excessive budgeting detail in the
role of the director of instruction.
-consider decentralizing the detailed work of the
directors.
-consider replacing the directors of science, social
studies, English, etc. with directors of education.
-consider explicitly whether program goals and program
activities conflict with or have little relationship
to explicitly considered overall school goals.
-consider utility and importance of using non-behavioral
criteria for evaluating and developing curriculum.
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To Aid Teaching
-continue developing behavioral objectives to help teachers.
-consider involving teachers and students in entire PPB
process, as an educational exercise and as a part of the
on-going evaluation process.
-define for what evaluative purposes student achievement
is being monitored.
-differentiate between informational needs of teaching, and
informational needs for curricular evaluation.
The above recommendations should be considered as exploratory,
and as preliminary.
PPBS does not present cookbook solutions to be easily imple-
mented or implemented in mass, and should not be allowed to inhibit
other educational innovations, or to bias educational decision
making.
Our basic recommendation for Brookline is to first analyze its
PPB procedures and documents to see whether they are appropriate and
effective, and then to consider alternatives to PPBS and to the
present status quo, systematically, formally, and rigorously.
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NOTES
CHAPTER IV
iSee Hitch (13), pp. 471.2, especially section on "Centralization
vs. Decentralization".
2See Hitch (13), see our definition of PPBS on p. 22, see Mundel
and Steinbruner (25), and see Wildavsky (30).
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CHAPTER V
IMPROVING PPBS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The Brookline Public School System has a reputation for
being one of the very best in the Boston Metropolitan Area. Dr.
Tagle, Dr. Caruso, Dr. Parfitt, and Mr. Colb, the four administra-
tors I interviewed, all seemed to be dedicated, highly intelligent,
motivated and competent men. And compared to other communities in
Massachusetts, Brookline seems to be generous towards its school
system: per pupil expenditures for 1972 are budgeted at $1639, com-
pared to a Massachusetts average of roughly half that amount.1
According to our analysis of the important factors affecting
the implementation of PPBS in public schools, this would imply
that the implementation of PPBS in Brookline would probably be more
successful than the implementation of PPBS in other public schools.
This does in fact seem to be the case.
As we have documented in chapters III and IV, however, Brook-.
line's PPB system has had only limited success. And even Brookline
fails to do much formal, and rigorous iterative evaluation.2
The judgment and experience and competence of educational ad-.
ministrators, especially of the administrators we interviewed in
Brookline, are important assets for any PPB system in public schools.
Yet, in Brookline, educational administrators are being subservient
to the expertise of their consultant, perhaps because of a lack
of experience with PPBS and with the application of systems analysis
techniques.
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In the introduction to this thesis, we mentioned Kershaw
and McKean's 1959 article on "Systems Analysis and Education" as
one of the earliest applications of systems analysis to education.
It also happens to be, we feel, one of the best. Kershaw and
McKean cogently avoid the pitfalls of acting as experts rather
than as consultants by working closely with school officials,
and acknowledging their expertise. In so doing, they were able
to focus on using analytic techniques for solving problems;
rather than using "problems" to demonstrate the usefulness of a
particular analytic technique.
Similarly, PPBS in public schools should focus on solving
problems, and aiding decision making, rather than on rationalizing
decision making or reforming completely satisfactory but sub-.
jective methods of thinking.
Our basic recommendation for Brookline was to systematically,
formally, rigorously, and iteratively evaluate PPBS. We also
recommended that this iterative evaluation should involve the
people actually using PPBS, the people who will be affected by this
use of PPBS, and an independent observer, such as a consultant
or in-house administrative staff reporting both to the school
committee and to the school administration.
One of the purposes behind iterative evaluation is to ex-
plicitly and formally require educational administrators to use
their judgement and experience, and their knowledge and expertise,
to evaluate PPBS, and to evaluate the actual impacts of PPBS
as compared to what was predicted (by the consultant or analyst
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who may be an expert on PPBS in education, but may in fact know
very little about the particular school system).
Iterative evaluation may be especially helpful in Brookline,
because the administrators in that school system seem expecially
competent. In other public schools implementing PPBS, iterative
evaluation should be helpful as well.
We have argued in this thesis that iterative evaluation of
PPBS in public schools is helpful because of the many difficulties
preventing an optimal implementation of a PPB system on an initial
attempt.
We have derived from a general overview of educational admin-
istration, and from a general overview of PPBS in public schools
and in the Defense Department, and from a systematic analysis of
the Brookline case, six actual difficulties facing PPBS in public
schools: 1) lack of experience and knowledge, 2) political and or-
ganizational pressures in the public school system, 3) ambiguity
and institutionalization of PPBS, 4) lack of manpower and money,
5) complexity of education and 6) an incremental tradition of de-
cision making in public schools.
By identifying the many costs and benefits, many functions
and dysfunctionsandmany diverse purposes associated with PPBS
in public schools, a rigorous and formal iterative evaluation
in a public school implementing PPBS can stimulate modification
and improvement, comment and critical review. We will summarize
here twenty reasons we have documented in this thesis for a rig-
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orous and formal iterative evaluation of PPBS in a public school:
1) Because PPBS in education is experimental as yet.
2) Because PPBS in public schools may be used for more
political purposes than just as an aid in decision
making.
3) Because of the complexity of educational objectives,
and of the decision problems in education.
4) Because PPBS in public schools may tend to overweight
some objectives over others, and may tend to overweight
costs.
5) Because widely diverse problems in a school system may
exist over a number of years, and because PPBS should
focus on important problems.
6) Because it is difficult to know how and what PPB pro-
cedures and documents should be used.
7) Because iterative evaluation is an integral part of PPBS.
8) So that costs, benefits, and alternatives to PPBS
will be considered.
9) Because good analysis is not easy to do.
10) Because an explicit evaluation can serve as a basis
for modification andiimprovement.
11) Because schools may find they do not have enough
skilled manpower to effectively implement PPBS.
12) Because PPBS has to compete with other needs of a
school for limited resources.
13) Because PPBS is not a priori rational, or beneficial.
14) Because at a certain point, the marginal cost of ex-
panding a PPB system may exceed the marginal benefits.
15) To force schools to define problems, issues and purposes
of PPBS.
16) To insure that educational administrators and directors
become involved in designing PPBS, thus benefiting from
their expertise.
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17) To increase communication inthe school system,
with regard to the purposes, limitations, and
implications of PPBS.
18) To analyze organizational implications of PPBS and
to discover other secondary effects.
19) To insure that PPBS is always decision-oriented.
20) To insure that PPBS will produce more benefits
than costs, and will affect decision making.
Public schools probably need to be more responsive to their
environment. They need to be more responsive to change. They
need to be more responsive to the community and to students, to
educational innovations, and to administrative innovations. A
planning, programming, budgeting system may be one way to help
schools become more responsive to their problems, and may improve
decision making inpublic schools.
The purpose of PPBS is to aid decision making. PPBS does not
make decisions and does not replace the judgements of decision
makers. PPBS should complement the decision makers' judgement
and experience. Iterative evaluation, as discussed in this thesis,
should help insure this result.
The Problems of Iterative Evaluation
An on-going evaluation of PPBS is by no means an easy task.
The objectives of PPBS usually consist of broad, poorly defined
and vague statements. And these objectives are not always com-
patible. Some examples of these objectives of PPBS, as extracted
from the professional literature, follow:
- facilitate decision-making
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- improve communications to staff, school boards, taxpayers
- improve planning process
- develop an improved planning and control process that
would enable administrators to see and define more clearly
their educational objectives
- to stimulate generation and evaluation of alternatives
- to improve accountability
- relate dollars to educational output
- coordinate planning, programming, andbudgeting
to control the future instead of merely reacting to it
- to develop a dynamic and innovative system
Some analysts see PPBS as a means of making schools less
bureAucratic and more innovative. In reality, it seems, PPBS
does not and can not make a school system into a healthy organ-
ization. In Brookline, for example, there was much emphasis on
programs, teaching, students, and the quality of education in
general before PPBS --- and little emphasiseon the budget. Now
there exists a very real financial emphasis, In schools, PPBS
can be conflict generating and not conflict mitigating; PPBS can
be proceduarlly rigid rather than innovatively flexible. PPBS
is not a panacea for a school's organizational problems.
The basic objective of PPBS is to aid the decision maker.
PPBS is not out to rationalize decision making. Like a doctor's
black beg, PPBS contains a wide variety of instruments useful
for a wide variety of applications. In some instances, some
procedures are useful; in other instances, other techniques are
useful.
The objective of PPBS is to aid decision making. Although
this general objective does not seem truly helpful in evaluating
PPBS, for different organizations, as for different patients, the
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objective of PPBS would be more specifically defined. One
example of this type of specific objective would be "to aid in
analysis of curricular alternatives".
There is ho cookbook methodology for evaluating PPBS.
Yet, we feel very stronglr that evaluating PPBS is a necessity,
and demands appropriate consideration. What measures of effective-
ness should be used in evaluating PPBS? What alternatives exist
to PPBS? What are the costs (direct and indirect) and the benefits
(direct and indirect) of PPBS?
For specific applications of PPBS, we feel that although
precise answers to the above questions may not exist, there do
exist data and administrative judgement sufficient to make an
analysis of PPBS worthwhile.
Usually it is easier to prevent problems with PPBS, than
it is to solve these problems after implementation. To avoid
preventable problems with PPBS, we suggest the following imple-
mentation strategy:
1. Systematic analysis before implementation;
Definition of particular problems and issues.
2. Consider alternatives, including PPBS;
Analyze benefits, costs, both direct and indirect,
Short term and long term.
3. Select preferred alternative;
Are benefits worth the costs?
4. If PPBS is selected and implemented,
Iteratively evaluate.
Because PPBS is not a priori rational, or beneficial, and
because PPBS is difficult to apply to a particular organization,
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and because PPBS in its application in the public sector is at
best experimental, PPBS should be iteratively evaluated. The
application of systems analysis methodology to an evaluation
of PPBS is essential.
Overview
It is difficult to define the objectives of education. It
is also difficult to define the objectives of a school system.
Moreover, the objectives of education are probably quite different
and more diverse thqn the objectives of the school system.
Within school systems, superintendents, directors of in-
struction, teachers, and students may have quite different ob-
jectives. In making decisions, the superintendent may wish to
achieve as desirable a political solution as possible. This may
indeed be the objective he weighs most. For parents of students,
the objectives of the school system may be to allow students to
fulfill their potential to the fullest degree possible. For
taxpayers, a major objective of the school system would be, poss-
ibly, efficiency.
If the objectives of the school system differ among indi-
viduals, then clearly too measures of effectiveness would differ.
A subjective index of political desirability may be an appropriate
measure of effectiveness for the superintendent; an index of achieve-
ment may be an appropriate measure for parents; an index of cost
per hour may be an appropriate index for a taxpayer.
PPBS can not magically develop the objectives or the measures of
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effectiveness for a school system, because objectives in a
school system are many and diverse.
PPBS, however, as an aidto decision makers, can and should
make explicit the objectives of decision makers.3
PPBS is a powerful management tool. We feel that PPBS should
be used to tackle important planning and resource allocation de-
cisions which may be too complex or too poorly defined for admin-
istrators to handle well. As school problems increase, educators
will have to analyze alternative to what they are doing and what
they are spending. Perhaps, with the help of PPBS, and with iter-
ative evaluation, these problems will be tackled sooner than they
would have been, thus giving schools time to plan instead of just
time to react.
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NOTES
CHAPTER V
1The median operating expenditure for education in Massachusetts
school systems during the 1969-70 school year was $718, and
increasing yearly by 7-10%. See "Facts about Education in
Massachusetts", Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department
of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, 1971.
2 This was apparent from our interviews with the directors. It is
also apparent by comparing the two reports contained in
Appendix A and Appendix B respectively.
3For example, the objectives of the superintendent can be made
explicit operationally. By making these objectives explicit,
they can be reviewed, analyzed, and revised to be more in
accord with other individuals' objectives in the school
system.
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APPENDIX A
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF
BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS February 2, 1970
PLANNING-PROGRAMMING-BUDGETING SYSTEM
(PPBS)
Parents, citizens, taxpayers, official government bodies, and educators are becoming greatly
concerned that we must reassess priorities in society and perhaps reallocate resources, both financial
and human, to the task of building a better world. In seeking ever-increasing funds for education,
we must realize that we are in competition with many other major institutions of society--all of which
can demonstrate real need.
The plight of the cities, poverty, material security, the redress of social ills, and many other
areas require vast economic resources. Consequently, the public is looking for a deep analysis into
where we now are spending funds and, at the some time, calling for greater efficiency and economy
In all types of governmental endeavors. Next to national defense, education represents the largest
government expenditure. At one time or another everyone attends school and most continue an almost
daily contact with schools for many additional years. These experiences combine to make school
expenditures of particular interest for public analysis.
We hope to find ways to effect economies without sacrificing in any way the excellent quality
of our existing educational programs and, at the same time, to be able to plan for new programs and
endeavors to meet the increasing needs of today's students., Our School Committee and the Town's
Advisory Committee are desirous of having much more data than presently are available, including
long-range forecasts, in order to be able to make important policy decisions. It is hoped that the
introduction of a Planning-Programming-Budgeting-System (PPBS) will assist in achieving this goal
for Brookline.
FERDY J. TAGLE, JR.
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
for Funds and Facilities
1. PPBS TODAY
PPBS in education has received considerable attention in professional literature during the past
10 years. Interest in this subject has manifested itself also in the many conferences held
throughout the country on this single topic. This interest comes not only from professioncl
organizations but also from federal and state agencies.
PPBS essentially is a systems approach to plannig -- in education as much as in any area. In
the manner of any systems approach, there are four basic components:
1. Systems Analysis: identifying all the parts and their relationships.
2. Systems Design: designing a new system and organizing the structure.
3. Systems Management: organizing the tasks to be performed.
4. Systems Evaluation: culminating exercise, which includes feedback.
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It is easy to become confused with any discussion of PPBS. Everyone seems to be talking about
something different. Similarly, if one is subjected to the long and involved history of PPBS
or reads the complex description of a highly sophisticated installation, frustration and
insecurity readily can be felt. This outline hopes to avoid these pitfalls and to deal succinctly
with our needs for the Brookline Public Schools. A bibliography appears at the end of this report and
identifies various publications which can be read for a full study of the topic of PPBS.
II. DEFINITION
What is PPBS? Chambers1 has defined it as "assembling and implementation of procedures
whereby the objectives of a cluster of activities and the alternatives for achieving those
objectives over a multi-year period are determined, analyzed, evaluated, costed, and
selected."
Graphically, this has been illustrated by the Association of School Business Officials 2
in the following manner:
11-N
N
PLANNING:
Generating
objectives.
N
EVALUATING:
Progress,
outputs and
effectiveness.
PLANNING
DECISIONIN
PROGRAMMING:
Generating
alternative sets
of activities
and services.
G
BUDGETl
/ Forma
/ plans,
and re
George A. Chambers, "The Concepts and Problems of Planning Programming Budgeting Systems",
Journal on State School Systems Development, Department of Rural Education, National Education
Association, Vol. 1, No. 4, 1968, pp. 223-236.
2'Report of The First National Conference on PPBES in Education (Illinois: Research Corporation
of the Association of School Business Officials, 1969). p. 44
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111. ADVANTAGES OF PPBS
The major advantages of PPBS include:
A. Development of specific objectives as to the things we hope to do in
the public schools.
B. Assistance in the evaluation of programs in terms of objectives, costs, and
benefits.
C. Multi-year planning--fiscal and curricular.
D. Identification and analysis of alternate ways to reach the same objectives.
E . Determination of priorities over a longer period of time than heretofore.
F . Improved efficiency; facilitation in the reallocation of resources.
G. Assistance in the appraisal of performance by those responsible for reaching
the stated goals.
H. Aid in the dissemination of information to the public regarding the anticipated
results for school programs, including purposes and costs.
IV. OBSTACLES IN'PPBS
There can be no discussion of PPBS without mention of some of the obstacles inherent in any such
complex system. Briefly, these are: (1) time required for development and implementation;
(2) difficulty in determining precise objectives; and (3) difficulty in developing evaluative
criteria.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
The various ways to begin PPBS have been suggested by many writers. This outline for
Brookline is based on the premise that at least one school administrator has a familiarity
with this systems approach but, at the same time, is by no means an expert. There will be
the need from time to time to engage consultant services to assist the staff in development
and implementation. Our descriptions of the three stages of implementation are based on
the premise that the stages will be done on an incremental basis and that, particularly in
Stages 11 and 1ll, these will be on a pilot basis. Accordingly, this suggests that only a few
programs should be developed first, followed by other programs in a future year. It probably
will take between three and five years to fully implement PPBS throughout the Brookline
Schools. Further, the process of implementation will be subject to evaluation and revisions
as each program and sub-program is developed through all three stages.
I1
Planning-Programming -Budgeting System (PPBS)
Stage I - Determine Program Structure
We may wish to refine the structure during ensuing years of development.
for basic purposes, the following program structure has been developed:
SCHEMATIC PROGRAM STRUCTURE
February 2, 1970
However,
Level Type Description
I Sys em Total School -System
Program Instructional SupportFamilies I___  _ ____
III Programs Sci. Music Math (similar Admin. Library Pupil.(similar
___ ___ __ ___ __ _  ___ _____areas),_ _ _ _ _ _ Per . areas)
IV Sub- Biology ! Inst. K-3 Health
Programs Chemistry Vocal 4-5 Guid.
K-3 Georm A ttend
There is a need for greater distinction between Level Ill (Programs) and Level IV (Sub-
Programs). For the purpose of this presentation, we shall refer to our existing groupings
as developed for the 1969 and 1970 budgets, namely, Level I consisting of Instructional
Services and Support Services with Level Ill comprising 20 and 15 programs, respectively.
At a future date, it may be determined that some of the programs under Level III should
be more properly classified as sub-programs at Level IV (e.g. Guidance and Health under
Pupil Personnel)
Stage II - Development of Goals and Objectives
Goals are defined as broad statements which are
Objectives are statements of an explicit nature,
and, whenever possible, subject to evaluation.
objective but should stress qualitative as well as
timeless and curricular in nature.
existing within a specific frame of time
Such evaluation can be subjective or
quantitative characteristics.
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Eventually, each sub-program, program, program family, and, in fact, the entire system
should have stated goals. Objectives should be developed at least for Levels IlIl and IV.
The Superintendent of Schools, in his speech to the faculty on September 13, 1967,
expressed the following as nine goals of the Brookline Public Schools:
1. To help children learn more about themselves .
2. To help children learn more about other people.
3. To help children and youth learn more about economic life.
4. To help children and youth prepare for effective roles as citizens.
5. To help children and youth understand more fully their physical environment.
6. To help children and youth develop an appreciation of the aesthetic values of life.
7. To help children and youth discover and nurture their creative talents.
8. To help children and youth increase their basic skills and knowledge.
9. To help children and youth cope with and accept change.
These can be used as overall goals, subject to modification by the School Committee. In
order not to get bogged down in rhetoric, it would be desirous to develop goals and
objectives at Level III (Programs) and then for Level IV (Sub-Programs). These may need
to be refined if and when the School Committee adopts new goals if it is discovered that
the program goal and objectives are at variance with the overall goals for the school system.
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The relationship of goals and objectives can be illustrated as follows:
Example: 3
Goal 1: To improve the employability of work study students.
Objective 1 .1: To maintain an average of 90 per cent employment for students in
the work study program for the current year.
(Evaluation: Monthly and annual evaluation of employment resources
maintained by Coordinator of Technical-Vocational Program.)
Objective 1.2: To insure that 85 per cent of those students who drop out of school
are employed full time within 60 days.
(Evaluation: Follow-up through personal visits, phone calls and other means
of communication by the Coordinator of Technical-Vocational Program of
drop-outs until they become fully employed or 60 days have elapsed.)
Objective 1.3: To insure that 90 per cent of those students available for work who
graduate from high school are gainfully employed within 60 days.
(Evaluation: Follow-up through personal visits, phone calls, letters and other
means of communication by the Coordinator of Technical-Vocational Program
of students who graduate from high school and are available for work until
they become fully employed or 60 days have elapsed.)
-. 3
Ada ted from Program Analysis S.T.E.P. Program, unpublished report, Ramapo Central School
District 72, Spring Valley, New York, 1969. 18 pp.
Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS)
In addition to goals and objectives, further development within Stage I should include the
documentation of (1) constraints, (2) evaluations, (3) activities, and (4) multi-year fiscal
projections on pupils, staff, and all related cost estimates. All of these components of
Stage Il should be written as a program analysis memorandum. An example of Stage Il
documentation can be seen in Enclosure A. Hartley4 has developed a format for this type
of documentation, setting forth the following:
Format for Program Planning
Title
Description
Purposes
Structure
Goals
Objectives
Eva luation
Constraints
Projections
Budget
- concise, simple (i.e., Science K-12)
- major activities and/or components
- non-technical; suitable for community
- taxonomy; classification of sub-programs
- broad, timeless, curricular in nature
- explicit; time frame; often measurable
- methods; criteria; time factors
- factors restricting programs
- description of future activities
- line-item costsassigned to programs
Note: The essential purpose of this format is to ensure consistency in the way that
program planners describe various programs. The format provides guidelines
to help in writing program descriptions. For a given program, the total
length of the above program plan may be as brief as 7 to 10 pages. Concise
reports are preferable.
4Data sheet prepared by Harry J. Hartley, Associate Professor, New York University, unpublished.
A study of program budgeting in the field of educational planning is described by Professor Hartley in
Educational Planning-Programming-Budgeting: A Systems Approach (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
February 2, 1970
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Stage ill - Development of Alternative Proposals
Alternate Proposals may be considered and developed during Stage 11 but if not done then
they should be developed as a separate exercise under Stage Ill to explore alternative
methods to reach the same objectives that were developed under Stage 11. At times, two
or more alternatives may be analyzed concurrently and the School Committee or Superintendent
will have the opportunity to make a selection so as to reach the stated objectives. This may
be illustrated as follows:
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VI. BUDGET FORMAT
Recognizing that this must be done each year, it seems worthwhile to note that,as further
development takes place in the various programs, it is important that the budget format be
such that the various cost elements--both direct and indirect--be displayed for each program
and sub-program. There should be adequate recognition given to the fact that certain programs
require considerable allocations of space in the buildings or require large investments in capital
equipment. Also, some programs serve all students and others only a limited number. Data
should be available to to per pupil cost on a uniform basis, i.e. annually, per instructional hour,
or other basis as determined.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Establishment of a Study Committee consisting of School Committee members, Superintendent
of Schools, Assistant Superintendent of Schools for Funds and Facilities, Assistant Superintendent
of Schools for Curriculum and Instruction, Directors of Instruction, Principals, and teachers.
(Note: The formation of this Committee was approved by the School Committee at its meeting
on January 19, 1970.)
B. Orientation meeting of Study Committee for discussion of PPBS.
C. Discussion at Administrative Council and Faculty Senate meeting.
D.. Recommendations of Study Committee to the Schgol Committee concerning PPBS
implementation.
E . Approval by the School Committee of PPBS and adoption of an implementation schedule.
A suggested schedule appears on the following page.
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SUGGESTED PPBS IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
PPBS
Element 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Program Conversion from Continue same Continue same Refine, if Continue same Continue same
Structure function-object stru cture structure necessary structure structure
to program
format
Goals Level I Level I: Level IlIl: Level II: Level III: Level III:(described in refined 60% of all all programs compFete refinement
Superintendent's Level Ill: programs Level Ill: all programs Level IV:
speech of three (3) Level IV: 90% of all Level IV: complete
9-13-67) selected three (3) programs 90% of all all sub-
programs selected Level IV: sub-programs programs
sub-programs 60% of all
sub-programs
Objectives & - - - Level Ill: Level Ill: Level Ill: Level IIl: Level II:
Evaluative three (3) 30% of all, 60% of all 90% of all all programs
Criteria selected programs programs programs Level I11:
programs Level IV: Level IV: Level IV: all programs
three (3) 30% of all 60% of all Level IV:
selected sub-programs sub-programs 90% of a!!
sub-programs sub-programs
Program - - - Level Ill: Level III: Level Ill: Level Ill: Level Ill:
Analysis three (3) 20% of all 50% of all 80% of all cmete
Memorandum selected programs programs programs all programs
(including programs Level IV: Level IV: Level IV: Level IV:
multi-year three (3) 30%ofall 50%ofall 80% of all
budget) sele cted sub-programs sub-programs sub-programs
sub-programs
Alternate - - - - - - Level IIl: Level IIl: Level IlIl: Level III:
Program three (3) 20%-of all 30% of all 40% of all
Analysis selected programs programs orograms
programs Level IV: Level IV:
20% of all 30%of all
sub-programs sub-programs
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF
BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS January 4, 1971
PLANNING-PROGRAMMING-BUDGETING SYSTEM
A Strategy for Implementation of PPBS
Parents, citizens, taxpayers, official government bodies, and educators are becoming greatly
concerned that we must reassess priorities in society and perhaps reallocate resources, both financial
and human, to the task of building a better world. In seeking ever-increasing funds for education,
we must realize that we are in competition with many other major institutions of society--all of which
can demonstrate real need.
The plight of the cities, poverty, material security, the redress of social ills, and many other
areas require vast economic resources. Consequently, the public is looking for a deep analysis into
where we now are spending funds and, at the same time, calling for greater efficiency and economy
in all types of governmental endeavors. Next to national defense, education represents the largest
government expenditure. At one time or another everyone attends school and most continue an almost
daily contact with schools for many additional years. These experiences combine to make school
expenditures of particular interest for public analysis.
The Brookline Public Schools hopes to find ways to effect economies without sacrificing in
any way the excellent quality of our existing educational programs and, at the same time, to be able
to plan for new programs and endeavors to meet the increasing needs of today's students. Our
School Committee and the Town's Advisory Committee (finance committee) are desirous of having much
more data than presently are available, including long-range forecasts, in order to be able to make
important policy decisions. It is hoped that the introduction of a Planning-Programming-Budgeting
System (PPBS) will assist in achieving this goal for Brookline.
1. PPBS TODAY
PPBS in education has received considerable attention in professional literature during the past
ten years. Interest in this subject has manifested itself also in the many conferences held
throughout the country on this single topic. This interest comes not only from professional
organizations but also from federal and state agencies.
PPBS essentially is a systems approach to planning--in education as much as in any area. In
the manner of any systems approach, there are four basic components:
1. Systems Analysis: identifying all the parts and their relationships.
2. Systems Design: designing a new system and organizing the structure.
3. Systems Management: organizing the tasks to be performed.
4. Systems Evaluation: culminating exercise, which includes feedback.
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It is easy to become confused with any discussion of PPBS. Everyone seems to be talking
about something different. Similarly, if one is subjected to the long and involved history
of PPBS or reads the complex description of a highly sophisticated installation, frustration
and insecurity readily can be felt. This paper hopes to avoid these pitfalls and to deal
succinctly with the needs for a simplified implementation of PPBS.
II. DEFINITION
Even to define PPBS you can evoke differences of opinion. My definition is as follows:
PPBS is a process wherein the objectives of achievement are noted, and alternative
methods of achieving the objectives over an extended time frame are determined,
analyzed, budgeted, selected, and evaluated. Graphically, this has been illustrated
by the Association of School Business Officials 1 in the following manner:
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Report of The First National Conference on PPBES in Education (Illinois: Research Corporation
of the Association of School Business Officials, 1969). p. 44
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111. IMPLEMENTATION
There-are four major stages to implementation. It is not essential that they be done in this
precise order, nor, for that matter, do they have to follow sequentially. In fact, they may
be overlapping at times, but for clarification of discussion, as well as conserving the
staff's time, and more important to allay aprehensions of the staff, it is suggested that the
sequential process would be most effective. The steps are as listed below and followed by
a schematic diagram.
1. Study and orientation
2. Determination of program structure
3. Development of goals and objectives
4. Development of alternative proposal
PPBS IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME
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Stage 1 - Study and Orientation
The various ways to begin PPBS have been suggested by many writers. Someone in the
school organization has to have the interest and determination to pursue the matter through
the implementation stage. A review of the literature is, of course, essential, and one of the
fundamental texts is Education Planning Program Budgeting by Hartley. The Superintendent
of Schools and other senior school administrators should attend conferences ard panel
discussions on PPBS whenever they become available. In this respect, almost every type of
professional organization, both within and outside the educational sector, is offering section
meetings on PPBS, and most professional journals carry at least one article on the topic
each year.
Study Committee. Assuming you have decided to move ahead, it is suggested that a
study committee be established by the Superintendent of Schools or by the School
Committee. This should be a broad-base representative committee, but not too large in
total membership. The study committee should consist of at least representatives of
(1) the teachers, both through the officers of the local teachers' organization as well as
selected representatives in several different grade levels; (2) principals; (3) curriculum
directors or specialists; (4) Superintendent and key senior administrators of the school
system; (5) town or city finance or advisory committee; (6) private citizens; and (7) civil
service employees. This study committee should be given information at its first meeting
on the over-all concept of PPBS, the reason it is even being considered in the school
system, and the history of PPBS development in both the private and public sector.
Some type of a handout should be prepared that gives them an over-all picture of PPBS
and a bibliography 2 so they can read further on the topic. Hopefully, after several
meetings and exploration, the study committee would make a journal report to the
School Committee or Board of Education recommending the the school board endorse the
concept of PPBS and embark upon a plan for implementatiza.
School Board. At this point, the School Committee or bomd should not only endorse the
concept, but be willing to encourage the staff to spend their time on this effort, allocate
modest funding to run workshops or hire consultants when needed, and designate a
steering committee. This steering committee, in fact, maybe the original study committee
or at least include some of its members. The function of a study committee would be to see
that the implementation proceeds with orderly dispatch and that the public is kept informed.
Now, with official sanction, the staff should be able to proceed on to the next three stages
of implementation. If the study committee has not suggesIed an implementation calendar,
one should be developed by the steering committee and sukmitted to the School Committee
for adoption.
Hartley, Harry J. Education Planning Programming Budgeting, A System Approach. (Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1968 ) 290 pp -
2 The Research Corporation of the Association of School Business Officials of the United States and
Canada (ASBO) has developed an Annotated Bibliography on PPBS as part of its.U. S. Office of Education
project to develop a PPBS design for local schools.
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Stage I - Determination of Program Structure
Some school systems have bogged down on the philosophical questions that naturally
arise from a determination of the school system's program structure. Prolonged meetings
at this stage can lead to frustration that can easily consume a school year if you consider
that the people you would want to engage in such a review would only be meeting
perhaps once a month on PPBS and probably only nine times in a year. Fortunately, in
Brookline we had displayed our budget for the past two years in a subject-oriented
format, and, therefore, a suggested program format was developed by the central office
and recommended to the steering committee and School Committee that we utilize the format
for the first few years, and as more people become proficient in PPBS we would revise the
format in the third year. This we included as a task to be performed in the third year of
our implementation calendar. Although there can be various format schemes, the four
basic program structures are:
1. Curriculum Oriented. Usually each academic discipline is identified as a program as
well as such areas as Remedial Instruction, Special Education, and the like. All
non-curriculum areas of the budget would also be identified in such service areas as
Guidance, Transportation, Athletics, and so forth. This is the model we adopted in
Brookline.
2. Building Oriented. This appears to be easy when first attempted, but it hardly
identifies anything other than where thd money was spent. Usually, curriculums are
developed for a school system, not by buildings, and this can be self-defeating.
Furthermore, it tends to solidify some socio-economic patterns that we might want
to avoid.
3. Grade Level Orientation. Some smaller school systems find that curriculum can or
should be developed by grade groupingsand, therefore, organize the programs along
such lines as Primary, Intermediate, and Secondary programs. As with most formats,
it is essential that someone be assigned as program administrator.
4. Service Orientation. This is usually found in larger or intermediate school districts
wherein special services are performed for smaller component school sub-systems.
Examples might include Testing, Data Processing, Vocational Education, Special
Handicapped Programs, ard the like.
As indicated earlier, it is easier to develop a program structure with a small committee
and agree to change it later if necessary. The important point that should be emphasized
is that someone is given responsibility and limited authority over each program. Even
in the school systems that do not have curriculum directors in all areas, they can still
utilize the curriculum-oriented format if certain principals or specialists are given
responsibility for specific curriculum areas. It is not uncommon to find Principal A
responsible for Language Arts, Principal B Science and Math in the elementary grades,
and so forth.
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Once it has been determined which basic format your school system wishes to employ, it
is desirable to display a multi-level schematic program structure.. The first or highest
level is always the total school system. Succeeding levels are further sub-breakdowns
of the school system. Usually, by the third or fourth levels, you will identify those
elements called "programs". This is the level at which someone should be designated
as a program administrator (part- or full-time and not necessarily a new position.) The
program structure for Brookline consists of four levels and is as follows:
SCHEMATIC PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Level Type Description
I Total Total School SystemSystem
I1 Programi Instructional SupportFamilies
Ill Programs Sci. Music Math (similar dmin. Library Pupil .(similar
_- _areas) Per. areas)
IV Sub- Biology Inst. K-3 Health
Programs Chemistry Vocal 4-5 Guid.
K-3 Geom. A ttend
Stage Il - Development of Goals and Objectives
Goals are defined as broad statements which are timeless and usually curricular in nature.
Objectives are statements of an explicit nature, existing within a specific time frame and,
whenever possible, subject to evaluation. Such evaluation can be subjective or objective
and should stress qualitative as well as quantitative characteristics. The relationship of
goals and objectives can be illustrated as follows:
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Example: 3
Goal 1: To Improve the employability of work study students.
Objective 1 . 1: To maintain an average of 90 per cent employment for students in
the work study program for the current year.
- (Evaluation: Monthly and annual evaluation of employment resources
maintained by Coordinator of Technical-Vocational Program.)
Objective 1 .2: To insure that 85 per cent of those students who drop out of school
are employed full time within 60 days.
(Evaluoion: Follow-up through personal visits, phone calls and other means
of communication by the Coordinator of Technical-Vocational Program of
drop-outs until they become fully employed or 60 days have elapsed.)
Objective 1.3: To insure thai 90 per cent of those students available for work who
grcduate from high school are ga nfully employed within 60 days.
(Evaluation: Follow-up through personal visits, phone calls, letters and other
means of communication by the Coordinator of Technical-Vocational Program
of students who graduate from high school and are available for work until
they become fully employed or 60 days have elapsed.)
Adapted from Program Analysis S.T.E.P. Program, unpublished report, Ramapo Central School
District #2, Soring Valley, New York. 1969. 18 DD.
Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS)
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Eventually, each sub-program, program, program family, and, in fact, the entire system
should have written goals. Objectives should be developed at least for levels Ill and IV.
Again, to get going, goals and objectives should first be developed at the level where
there are program administrators, or even below (levels Ill or IV). To attempt to develop
Goals at the higher level at the start would again take considerable time and effort by
the School Committee and perhaps citizen groups. Eventually, this should be done,
and when completed it might be necessary to modify the goals and objectives of the various
programs. However, if we look at PPBS as a continuing process, this does not raise any
serious problems. This paper is attempting to immerse the staff into PPBS as quickly as
possible realizing that full implementation of PPBS in all programs at all levels will
probably take five years.
Pilot Groups. Two or three program areas should be selected as pilot areas to begin the
PPBS implementation. Hopefully, the administrator of these programs served on the
original study committee and should be on the steering committee. Perhaps at this time
it would be desirable to utilize the services of a consultant to assist the program
administrators to formulate their ideas and to give thought to this vital stage. It will be
desirable during this stage to get feedbacks from the teachers and other school
administrators.
Program Memorandum. The statements of goals and objectives with the accompanying
indicators of performance comprise the foundation material for a Program Memorandum.
This concise document, consisting of 8-15 pages, puts the program all together, it includes
(1) goals and objectives, (2) evaluations-, (3) existing activities, (4) alternative proposals,
(5) constraints, and (6) multi-year fiscal Drojections on pupils, staff, and all related cost
estimates. All of these components should be found in a separate memorandum written for
each program utilizing a similar format. A suggested format is as follows:
PROGRAM MEMORANDUM FORMAT
Title
Description -
Structure -
Goals -
Objectives -
Evaluation -
Proposals -
Constraints -
Improvements -
Budget -
11: Program Forecast
concise, simple (i.e.Science, K-12)
major activities in laymen's terms
taxonomy; classification of sub-programs. Schematic
relationship if possible.
broad, timeless, curricular in nature
explicit; time frame; often measurable.
subject and/or objective; criteria; methods; time factors
present and alternative proposals to achieve stated
objectives
factors restricting programs
description of future activities
cost elements assigned to programs,
multi-year projection of budgets and statistical
comparative data
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
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With the assignment of regular personnel and the necessity for them to perform
their normal duties, this process of developing goals and objectives,
together with the accompanying evaluative criteria, will consume most
of a school year for these pilot groups. All during this time, workshops and
informational meetings should be held, and status reports should be developed to be
disseminated to the school committee, staff, and community. Every effort should
be made to minimize the apprehension or reluctance that may be displayed by the
staff in developing evaluative criteria or, more adequately described, developing
;indicators of performance that the staff feel can adequately measure the success of
the program.
Stage IV - Development ofAlternative Proposals
Alternate proposals may be considered and developed during Stage Ill but if not done then
they should be developed as a separate exercise under Stage IV to explore alternative
methods to reach the same objectives that were developed under Stage Ill. At times, two
or more alternatives may be analyzed concurrently and the School Committee or Superintendent
will have the opportunity to make a selection so as to reach the stated objectives. This may be
illustrated as follows:
Objective 1.1
GoalI 1
Objective 1.2
Objective 2.1
Objective 2.2
Objective 2.3
Proposal 1.1.1
Proposal 1.1 .2
Proposal 1.2.1
Proposal 1.2.2
-Proposal 2.1].1
--- - ,Proposal1 2.1 .2
-- Proposal 2.1.3
-FPro-posal 2.1
Proposal_2.2.2
Proposal 2.3.1
Proposal 2.3.2
I
Goal 2
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Basically, up to stage lll,we have been documenting the present activities that the school
system is performing to achieve its objectives. We now launch into a systematic procedure
of encouraging the development of alternative ways to achieve the previously stated
objectives. These alternative methods must be subject to the same evaluative criteria
established under Stage Ill, and the cost of each of the alternatives should be determined.
Fiscal consideration should not be the sole criteria in selecting one set of alternatives over
another. Although considerable detailed analysis could be spent on each program, It seems
once again more prudent to select a few areas for analytical review wherein a reallocation
of resources--personnel, time, space, and material--could prove most fruitful. It seems
worthwhile to note that both direct and indirect cost elements be displayed for each proposal.
There should be adequate recognition given to the fact that certain proposals and programs
require considerable allocation of space in the building or require large investment in capital
equipment. Also, some programs serve all students and others only a limited number. Data
should be available as to per pupil cost on a uniform basis, i.e. annually, per instructional
hour, or other common basis as may be determined.
FERDY J. TAGLE, JR.
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
for Funds and Facilities
-,- - -=;: l - ; --- w ' mW
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The Public Schools of December 3, 1971
Brookline, Massachusetts
SUPERINTENDENT'S BUDGET MESSAGE
The budget I am submitting for 1972 reflects my concern for Brookline's historical commitment to maintaining excellent schoo> and
a recognition that the local property tax is no longer able to bear the burden that has been placed on it for support of schools or,
for that matter, the cost of municipal government.I In submitting a request for an increase of $515,126, or 4.9%, more than the 1971 budget, I have observed with great care the guide-
c lines established by the School Committee in June of 1971, and I have been cognizant of the suggestions made by the Subcommittee
on Schools of the Advisory Committee. Without affecting the quality of classroom instruction, we have reduced our staff by a total
of 4 positions in addition to the reduction of 5 positions as of September 1, 1971. The 4.9% proposed increase is in fact the
lowest reco-mmended percentage increase since 1965, the first full year of my incumbency.
With the help of the Planning-Programming-Budgeting System, we are recommending that the forward progress of the school system be
based largely on reallocation of existing dollars. Thus, the increase for Unified Arts (industrial arts and fine arts),
Occupational Education, and Drug and Health Education will be matched by a decrease in expenses for other instructional and service
areas.
I also recommend that the important efforts for the improvement of the instructional program, such as curriculum development,
teacher training, and research and development, be maintained at the 1971 level.
The proposed $515,126 increase over the previous year can be related to two mdjor categories:
60%, or $306,905, for salary obligations for 1971
40%, or $208,221, for fixed expenses (transportation, ordinary repairs, etc.) and some forward movement in a few new programs
I should like to call the attention of the School Committee to the change in budget format, which reflects the influence of thePlanning -Programming-BudgetingSystem. By referring to pages 4A, 4B, 4C of your budget summary, you will have, for the first time
in the history of the Brookline Public Schools, an opportunity to compare the specific costs of each program within the school
system as well as comparable costs of programs at the elementary and secondary school levels. In addition, for each program summary
page, you are being provided with a budget and staffing analysis.
When all program memoranda under the Planning-Programming-Budgeting System have been completed in the next few years, you will then
begin to have an opportunity to choose alternative ways of accomplishing specific instructional goaJs and know the cost-benefits of
each choice. This fact, combined with an eventual establishment of an educational data bank and evaluation schema for each
curriculum areaj will enable the Brookline School Committee to relate expenditure to pupil achievement.
For 'those parents and faculty who have expressed concern that the 1972 proposed budget will preclude continuing progress, I offer
my assurance that this will not be the case. We have made major improvements in the past five years in many aspects of our program
(special education, English, mathematics, etc.), and I thipk we can well afford to pause and consolidate- our educational gains
without d triment to the quality of instruction.
For the tax-minded citizen, I call to his attention the fact that, based :on our anaiysis of the scosti.o instruction per student
hour, we are offering a wide variety of instruction and other services for $1.77 per student hour, a truly monuniental accomplishmen
for so small an amount of money.
ROBERT I. SPERBER
Superintendent of Schools
1972 BUDGET SUMMARY 4A
1971 BUDGET 1972 BUDGET
PROGRAM AREA
215 ADULT ED
218 BUSINESS EDUCATN
320 ELEMENTARY
250.ENGLISH
225 FOREIGN LANGUAGE
235 HOMEMAKING
315 KINDERGATEN
260 MATH
265 MUSIC
270 PHYSICAL ED
277 REMEDIAL INSTRTN
285 SCIENCE
290 SOCIAL STUDIES
276 SPECIAL EDUCATN
295 SUMMER SCHOOL
293 SUPPLEMENTRY ED
292 TECH VOC
340 UNALLOCATTED
240 UNIFIED ARTS
'-4
*4
ZJ I #
16
-7
3A
2Lf
2-
229
27
I
5
26
33
2
2Sf
AMOUNT
PER
CENT
1.1
1.3
16.8
6.5
4.4
1.7
2.2
4.3
1.9
4.0
1.3
4.5
3.9
2.5
.4
.1
1.8
1.3
4.8
65.5
2.2
1.0
el
.8
3.4
1.0
.8
3.2
2.4
.2
1.4
11.4
5.7
.1
.2
34.4
230
105
12
89
356
108
92
335
256
22
146
19179
592
14
25
3.566
123
139
19737
673
459
180
229
448
199
417
137
471
408
265,
41
11
190
137
502
6#776
.411
.629
.938
s629
.852
.159
.895
.738
9336
9414
#669
.875
.110
#200
*966
#480
9682
.289
.042
,3 14
.739
.275
#271
#041
#164
,275
.047
o935
*619
9680
.111
#183
9947
#157
#543
,987
EXPENDED
10-31-71
66s744
1379758
19308s562
4799080
347.222
1399410
170#540
348#390
163o892
301#701
1331.216
348,171
3159723
2079619
34o836
6.649
919832
809265
353.770
59033.380
1889441
78#678
10.225
73t420
2769480
84o620
70725
270.170
189#707
17#010
809310
923.421
445.329
159338
119915
29735789
REQUEST
116.510
124708
198019810
668.529
478#672
160,135
2079942
476#881
215.100
380.635
1809736
486751
423#886
3109524
PER
CENT
1.0
1.1
16.5
6.1
4.4
1.4
1.9
4.3
1.9
3.5
1.6
4.4
3.9
2.8
*4
40
2.2
1.3
5.4
65.1
2.2
1.0
al
.68
3*4
1.3
.8
3.4
2.4
.02
1.3
11.3
5.7
.1
.3
34.9
166
300
730
516
794
325
2429304
115.007
12.550
91,924
371#832
150.199
909373
3699142
262.697
22.680
145.626
19235,252
627#325
18,491
34#700
37909102
DIFFERENCE 1971 VS 1972
AMOUNT
6#901-
14,921-
63.872
5.100-
18#820
20,024-
21#953-
28.143
15*764
36#779-
43#067
14.876
159776
45.324
3.200
29180-
53,048
7.227
90*752
292.011
11.565
9#732
279
2.883
15s668
41924
1.674-
33.207
6.078
0
485-
56.069
34.378
4,334
-9,157
223.115
5.5
10.6
3.6
.7
4.0
11.1
9.5
6e2
7,9
8.8
31.2
3.1
3.8
17.0
7.6
18.9
27.8
5.2
18.0
4.3
5.0
9.2
'2 .2
3.2
4.4
38.7
1.8
9.8
2.3
.0
.3
4.7
5.8
30.6
35.8
6.2
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
100.0 10.343.301 7*7699169
ADMINISTRATION
ATHLETICS SUBSDY
ATTENDANCE
AUDIO-VISUAL-
GUIDANCE
HEALTH
HEAT ING&LI GHTING
LIBRARIES
PSYCHOLOGICAL SR
RFSEARCH&EVAL
SCHOOL LUNCH
SCHOOL PLANT
SUPERVISION
STUDENT BODY ACT
TRANSPORTATION
45.
9,
243,
144o
592o
7#068:
105
172
178
145
179
177
430
155
175
180
136
425
110
135
130
~0
C/)
100.0 109858#427 515#126 14.9
1972 BUGDET 4B
PROGRAM NAME
q-4
BUDGET COST PER INST HRS
AMOUNT PUPIL ELE&HIGH
ADULT ED
BUSINESS EDUCATN
ELEMENTARY
ENGLISH
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
HOMEMAKING
KINDERGATEN
MATH
MUSIC
PHYSICAL ED
REMEDIAL INSTRTN
.SCIENCE
SOCIAL STUDIES
SPECIAL EDUCATN
SUMMER SCHOOL
SUPPLEMENTRY ED
TECH VOC
UNALLOCATTED
UNIFIED ARTS
* * INSTRUCTIONAL
ADMINISTRATION
ATHLETICS SUBSDY
ATTENDANCE
AUDIO-VISUAL
GUIDANCE
HEALTH
HEAT ING&LIGHTING
LIBRARIES
PSYCHOLOGICAL SR
RESEARCH&EVAL
SCHOOL LUNCH
SCHOOL PLANT
SUPERVISION
STUDENT BODY ACT
TRANSPORTAT ION
* * SUPPORT
116#510
124#708
198019810
6689529
478,672
160,135
207#942
4769881
215#100
3809635
180#736
4860751
423#886
310#524
45,166
9,300
243#730
1449516
5929794
7#068.325
2429304
115.007
12,550
91#924
371,832
1509199
90#373
369s142
262,697
229680
145.626
192359252
6279325
18#491
34#700
3*7909102
1098589427
COST
PER
HOUR
0 .00
74o952 1.66
295059600 .71
487,641 1.37
367,574 1.30
1119160 1.44
230.400 .90
- 3970411 1.19
2389932 .90
406.296 .93
40,377 4.47
3999297 1.21
3620937 1.16
82,944 3.74
0 .00
0 .00
749808 3.25
0 .00
325,481 1.82
69105s810 1.15
17*58
18.82
271.97
100.91
72.25
24.17
31*38
71.98
32.46
57.45
27.28
73.47
63.98
46.87
6.81
1.40
36.78
21.81
89.47
1066.91
36.57
17.35
1.89
13.87
56.12
22.67
13.64
55.71
39.65
3.42
21.98
186.45
94.69
2.79
5 .23
572.09
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
COST
ENROLL PER
MENT ENROLLE
0
520
17,400
3.386
29552
771
19600
2.759
19659
2.821
280
29772
29520
576
0
0
519
0
2 9258'
42393
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.00
239o82
103*55
197.43
187.56
207.69
129.96
172.84
129.65
134.92
645.48
175.59
168.20
539.10
.00
.00
469.61
.00
262.53
166.73
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
PROF
STAFF
RATIO
.00
104.00
133.84
74.33
75.95
65.33
84.21
89.57
127.61
130.60
17.94
94.93
81.02
36.00
.00
.00
46.33
.00
76.80
SEC
STAFF
RATIO
.00
520.00
.00
19338.33
2.552.00
.00
.00
2#759.00
49147.50
5,642.00
.00
29772.00
2,520.00
789.04
.00
.00
692.00
.00
29258.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
PROF SEC OTHER TOTAL
STAFF STAFF STAFF STAFF
.60
5.00
130.00
45.55
33.60
11.80
19.00
30.80
13.00
21.60
15.60
29.20
31.10
16.00
.00
.00
11.20
1.00
29.40
.444.45
.00 3.00
.00 .60
.00 .00
.00 2.00
.00 23.00
.00 4.50
.00 .00
.00 21.00
.00 14.80
.00 .00
.00 1.00
.00 .00
.00 19.20
.00 .00
.00 .00
89.10
1639.00 691059810 1.77 42393 256.13
1.00
1.00
.00
2.53
1.00
.00
.00
1.00
.40
050
.00
1.00
1.00
.73
.00
.00
.75
1.00
1.00
12.91
13.25
.50
.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
.00
6.99
3.00
.00
.00
1.00
23.60
.00
.00
56.34
.00 1.60
1.00 7.00
9.00 139.00
.00 48.08
1.00 35.60
.00 11.80
.00 19.00
.00 31.80
.00 13.40
.00 22.10
.00 15.60
1.00 31.20
.00 32.10
1.00 17.73
.00 .00
.00 .00
.00 11.95
4.00 6.00
2.00 32.40
19.00 476.36
.00
.00
1.00
1.00
.00
7*00
5.00
2.00
.00
.00
54.58
61.50
.00
.00
.00
132.08
16.25
1.10
1.00
5.00
28.00
12.50
5.00
29099
17.80
.00
,55.58
62.50
42.80
.00
.00
277.52
533.55 69.25 151.08 753.88
1971
TOTAL
2.0
7.4
141.0
51.2
35.2
13.0
22.0
31.4
13.4
26.0
10.8
32.9
32.0
16.0
.0
12.1
9.2
6.15
30.43
492.18
16.0
.0
1.0
5.5
29.0
9.5
5.0
27.33
15.8
.0
52.6
62.5
41.5
.0
.0
265.73
757.91
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1972 BUDGET 4C
' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ELEMENTARY XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX HIGH XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX SYSTEM XXXX
PROGRAM NAME
ADULT ED
BUSINESS EDUCATN
ELEMENTARY
ENGLISH
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
HOMEMAKING
KINDERGATEN
MATH
MUSIC
PHYSICAL ED
REMEDIAL INSTRTN
SCIENCE
SOCIAL STUDIES
SrECIAL EDUCATN
SUMMER SCHOOL
SUPPLEMENTRY ED
TECH VOC
UNALLOCATTED
UNIFIED ARTS
ADMINISTRATION
ATHLETICS SUBSDY
ATTENDANCE
AUDIO-VISUAL
GUIDANCE
HEALTH
HrATING&LIGHTING
LIBRARIES
PSYCHOLOGICAL SR
RESEARCH&EVAL
SCHOOL LUNCH
SCHOOL PLANJ
SUPERVISION
STUDENT BODY'ACT
TRANSPORTATION
FINAL TOTALS
BUDGET
AMOUNT
0
19801.810
257.487
107.525
97.482
2079942
183.832
1599610
2319555
103.027
164.823
171.007
205.814
0
0
250
27,500
248,476
3#968.140
0
0
0
3.205
128.473
91#920
0
189#519
78#514
0
7.100
604#876
250#371
4,150
34.700
1#392o828
5.360.968
COST
PER INSTRC
PUPIL HOURS
.00
0 .00
419.02250560
59.88
25.00
22.67
48.35
42.75
37.11
53.85
23.95
38.33
39.76
47.86
.00
.00
.05
6.39
57.78
15456
13055
8585
23040
14829
20793
24264
4037
15226
18063
6998
21553
4.364.634
922.82
.00
.00
.00
*74
29.87
21.37
.00
44.07
18.25
.00
1.65
140.66
58.22
.96
8.06
323.91
4,364,634
COST
T PER
HOUR
0 .00
0 .00
0 .71
9 1.66
0 .82
2 1.13
0 .90
1 1.23
6 .76
*0 .95
7 2.55
5 1.08
3 .94
4 2.94
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 00
7 1.15
.90
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
COST
ENROLL PER
MENT ENROLLE
0 .00
0
17400
1073
906
596
1600
1029
1444
1685
280'
1057
1254
486
0
0
0
0
1495
300305
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.0
0
0
0
.0O
30#305
.00
103.55
239.96
118.68
163.56
129.96
178.65
110.53
137.42
367.95
155.93
136.36
423.48
.00
.00
.00
.00
166.20
130.94
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
#00
COST
BUDGET PER
AMOUNT PUPIL
0 .00
124.708 53.63
0 .00
370.984 159.56
291,033 125.17
35100 15.09
0 .00
256.942 110.51
26.754 11.50
117.700 50.62
31s222 13.42
266.970 114.82
207.435 89.21
74o866 32.20
45#166 19.42
0 .00
171*472
70,000
209.300
2.299.652
0
115#007
0
14768
2019646
27,078
90373
88.467
60,805
0
219400'
333349
287.448
149341
0
1#254#682
3,554,334
73.75
30.10
90.02
1.
989.09
.00
49.46
.00
6.35
86.72
11.64
38.87
38.05
26.15
.00
9.20
143.37
123.63
6.16
.00
539.64
INSTRCT
HOURS
0
74.952
0
3339072
237.024
25#308
0
249#120
30.996
163#656
0
247#032
182.304
12*960
0
0
74s808
0
109.944
741o176
COST
PER
HOUR
.00
1.66
.00
1.11
1.22
1.38
.00
1.03
.86
.71
.00
1.08
1.13
5.77
.00
.00
2.29
.00
1.90
1.32
ENROLL
MENT
0
520
0
2.313
1.646
175
0
1730
215
1.136
0
1#715
1#266
90
0
0
519
0
763
129088
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 600
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
0 .00
O .00
0 .00
0
.00
1.741,176 12t088
COST
PER
ENROLLE
.00
239.82
.00
160.39
176.81
200.57
.00
148.52
124.43
103.60
.00
155.66
163.85
831.84
.00
.00
330.38
.00
.274.31
190.24
COST
BUDGET PER
AMOUNT PUPIL
1169510 17.58
0 .00
0 .00
40#058 6.04
80.114 12.09
27.553 4.15
0.1 .00
36.107 5.45
289736 4.33
31.380 4.73
46.487 7.01
'54.958 8.29
45.444 6.85
29.844 4.50
C .00
9.300 1.40
729008 10.86
47.016 7.09
135.018 20.38
800#533
120.83
.00 2429304
.00 0
.00 129550
.00 739951
.00 419713
.00 31.201
.00 0
.00 919156
.00 123#378
.00 22#680
.00 117*126
.00 297.027
.00 899506
.00 0.
.00 0
19142t592
.00
1#943#125
294.03
36.57
.00
1.89
11.16
6.29
4.70
.00
13.75
18.62
3.42
17.67
44.83
13.51
.00
.00
172.46
176.90 1.528.74 2#04 293.3019246*73 1.22
1972 RUDGET SUMMARY 4D
?15
320
250
225
235
315
260
265
270
277
285
290.
276
295
293
2922
340
240
PROGRAM AREA
ADULT ED
RUSINESS EDUCATN
ELEMENTARY
ENGLISH
FORFIGN LANGUAGE
HOMFMAKING
KINDERGATEN
MATH
MUSIC
PHYSICAL El)
REMEDIAL INSTRTN
SCIENCE
SOCIAL STUDIES
SPECIAL EDUCATN
SUMMER SCHOOL
SUPPLEMENTRY ED
TECH VOC
UN ALLOCATTED
UNIFIED'ARTS
ADMINISTRATION
ATHLETICS SUBSDY
ATTENDANCE
AUDIO-VISUAL
GUIDANCE
HEALTH
HEATING&LIGHTING
LIRRARIES
PSYCHOLOGICAL SR
RESFARCH&FVAL
SCHOOL LUNCH
SCHOOL PLANT
SUPFRV ISION
STUDENT AODY ACT
TRANSPORTAT ION
PERSONNEL.
107,925'
1019969
1#7119848
6019196
431.580
146,165
196,230
440,603
196,673
323,979
175,436
412#222
393,326
235,885
41#000
0'
206#560
79,566
437,526
69239,689,
208o284
139207
12550
60,454
349,777
1089287
28,738
271,879
251.761
0
30,186
628,246
544,l49
129900
0
29520,418
SERVICES
3.600
99340
24.915
59300
149119
19250
49080
7.300
99795
37720
2,270
11.210.
8.200
62.005
2,016
5,600
13.430
45.500
35,850
303.500
209500
0
0
16.530
12.575
30.557
7*560
89160
4.,300
22.680
94.816
4129610
58o610
2.741
31,700
7269339
OTHER
1400
175
688
. 648
711
561
278
405
307
665
150
404
450
405
0
0
2.075
49100
930
14#352
SUPPLIES
885
4-200
319006
51.585
12.708
7,096
3.282
27.323
3.925
129455
2.180
46.875
21.910
7.570
2.150
39700
12.565
15,350
53.400
320.165
7.503
0
0
9.408
49100
8,450
54,075
78.625
5#260
0
0
186.096
11.905
19200
.0
366,619
EQUIPMENT
2.200
9.024
33,353
9#800
199554
5.063
4.072
1#250
4.400
59816
700
16P040
0
49659
0
0
7o150
.0
65.088
188.169
1 OCO
0
0
3P925
2.530
630
0
9.750
200
0
20624
6.600
4.526
0
0
49,785
TUITION
500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.950
0
0
2.450
0
101.800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
101 .800
TOTAL
k6.510
124.708
13351 3 10
660)529
478.672
150.135
207,942
476o881
215#100
3809635
180.736
4869751
423,886
310o524
45.166
99300
243.730
144,516
59?.794
7,063325
242#304
1159007
12,550
91,924
371,832
150,199
90373
3699142
2629697
22 )680
145t626
1#235s252
627o325
13491
34.700
3.790.102
39.493 2379954 104,250 10.858.427
'4
5.020
0
0
1.607
2,850
2.275
0
728
1,176
0..
0-
1 #700
8.135
19650
0
25.141
105
172
178
145
179
177
430
155
175
180
16
425
110
135
130
8*7609107 19029P839 686#784
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PHLOSOPHEOFT SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Science is having a profound effect on the lives of all men,
and science and technology will direct to a great extent the future
progress of society. As science is an intricate part of our culture
and has made significant contributions to our growth as a country, it
should be a significant part also of the general education of all
students. Education in science begins at the earliest stages of a
child's development and should be a continuing, developmental pro-
cess. The natural curiosity and insatiable desire of a child to learn
about the nature of the things around him must be capitalized upon and
nutured when his formal education begins. Therefore, the Brookline
science program starts in kindergarten and continues through the
public school years. Such a program shows a logical continuity of
philosophy, science process and content.
Early science education should deal with phenomena. Children
should have a great number of experiences with a variety of materials.
Learning is the result of interaction with the world; gettino; to know
an object or an idea; asking a question and performing an action.
Knowledge is what grows out of the process of interaction between a
subject and an object.
Children are individuals, they are different one from another,
and they learn in different ways. Motivation will be greatly encour-
aged in.:an atmosphere which is permissive and where space, equipment,
and materials are available. Pupils must be active and the materials
presented must be changed as a result of a child's action. The child
should have some control of the manner and time, frequency and inten-
sity of his experience. Therefore, scheduling must be very flexible
and the instruction must be individualized as much as possible.
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- The curriculum will develop from an eclectic approach. Many
options are currently suggested for development of elementary science
programs such as the process approach, inquiry training, discovery
method, problem-solving, conceptual schemes, and science literacy.
Using an eclectic aporoach, we can select the best directives of
the past and focus them on the process of science and toward discovery
of scientific prtticipleg utderlythg,:thelfundamerdtalqrof inodern science.
Through such a rationale, discoveries will be made through investiga-
tions in the laboratory and the field. Inquiry, a tool of discovery,
will be carefully developed in the learner through selected content
and problem-solving activities. Each child should be encouraged to
develop ideas and provided with the opportunity to formulate hypotheses,
to generalize., to make conclusions, and to draw inferences. Creativ-
ity should be encouraged, and each child guided toward achieving the
ultimate in the experience leading to cdnceptual understanding.
In summary I believe that the kind of critical thinking involved
in science is required for making rational judgments in other areas.
There are underlying Drincidles which are common to all scientific
disciplines. The approach should strike a proper balance between the
process and content of science. The sujects or questions presented
should be open-ended, allowing further pursuit by students. Barriers
delineating subject areas are artificial and should be eliminated.
Emphasis is given to the organic integration of knowledge.
The inherent curiosity and spontaneous interest that children
have in natural phenomena often is lost unless we identify and foster
it early. We should capitali-e on as many of the child's natural
behaviors as possible, i.e., his observations, his asking "why?",-
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h.is exploring, his testing, etc.
Children enjoy science the most when they are actively involved in it.
Children usually learn better when they pose questions themselves.
Young children often learn more from an experiment if they construct
their own apparatus from familiar, common materials.
The inquiry method, its emphasis on personal involvement, is
appropriate for all levels of ability.
Pro gram Description:
Science Education is an integral part of the general education
program for the Brookline Public Schools, through all grades,
kindergarten to grade 12. It is a required subject in elementary
schools through grade 8. Instructional time varies nogr&des'rKa6from
190 maittes per week in Kg. and Grade 1, 175 minutes in' grade 2, 200
minutes in grade 3 to 225 minutes per week in grides 4 through 8.
Grades 7 and 8 are deoartmentalized in all schools and taught by a
science specialist. All science courses at the High School are elect-
ive courses and offer an opoortunity for students to take individual
courses or an in-depth four-year sequence of courses at several abil-
ity levels.
At the primary grade level, the program calls for children to
deal with phenonema and develop skills basic to further learning in
science. Experience is provided in such process areas as observa-
tion, measurement, classification, using space-time relationships,
communication and prediction. Subject content is not a major concern
at this level.
In the intermediate grade level, more self-contained, open-ended
units are selected in which the developing skills can be utilized in
exploring a given topic, and encouraging a child's curiosity and
creativity in such typical units as Pond Water, Optics, Mystery Powders,
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Gases ,and Airs, and Batteries and Bullbs. Additional skill develop-
ment will include formulating hypotheses, making operational defini-
tions, controlling and manipulating variables, experimenting, and
formulating and interpreting data.
These units should aid in leading a.child to an understanding of
the basic laws of nature throurth his own experience.
Grades seven and eight are more structured and begin to apply
these understandin s to more complex systems or substances. In Grade
seven emphasis is in the area of life science, including units on
drug education and sex education. In Grade eight emphasis is in
physical science and acquiring basic knowledge of the nature of matter
and energy.
The High School science program offers the options of subject
matter diversification, specialization or an integrated science
program. Students may proceed to advanced' placement courses in biol-
ogy, chemistry or physics. Courses are scheduled for four or five
periods per week and all five oeriod courses have provision for a
double laboratory period. Skill development, inquiry and discovery,
and concept development and auplication are oresent in the whole K-12
science program, but special emphasis is made at different times. The
primary goal for the science program is to develop in children a high
degree of interest and enthusiasm in science as a way to know.
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE
GRADE
Physi c s Chm Bio. Physics Bio. II Physics Bi
12 AP AP AP Honor Honor Stand. Si
11 Unified Chem. Physics Chemistry Chemistry C
Physics II Hon. Honor Hono r Standard
10 Unified Chem. Chemistry IBid.lo;gy'I Biology I
Physics I Hon.1 Honor ?!ono-r Standard
9 Biology I Earth Science Oceanography Physica]
Honor Honor Physica]
8 Physical Science
7 Life Science
6 Integrated Processes: Sample Units:
Defining Operationally
5 Formulating hypotheses
Interpreting data Growing Seeds
Controlling variables
4 Experimenting Bones
Daytime Astronomy
3 Basic Processes:
Observing Pond Water
2 Classifying
Using Numbers Rocks and Charts
1 Measuring
K
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BROOKLINE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Elementary Science Program: Variation in Instructional Emphasis
,,-
000 os t, tf
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Level
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Goals - Science K-12
Helo the individual child to:
1. Formulate with increasing clarity science concepts and
orogressively so modify these concepts that they become widely
applicable and consistently logical.
2. Understand the methods and attitudes of science.
3. Develop a rational approach t6 the solution of problems.
4. Recognize the relationship of science to other human experience.
5. Develop science process skills.
6. Acquire the necessary prerequisitber to continue his science education
beyond high school.
7. Prepare for a science-related work position.
8. Become scientifically literate and capable of functioning in a
science-technology oriented society.
j~I4(Ob1 5') J(~ 7
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Sample Breakdown from a Goal to Objectives
to Learning Activities and Competency Measures
Goal 5: To help the individual child to
Develop Science Process Skills
Objective: To develop the skills of classifying, communicating, measuring,
observing, predicting, and using space-time relationships.
5.1 Classification
1. establishing that objects can be classified.
2. introducing the idea that classification of objects is
based on properties which are directly observed.
3. developing the ability to recognize the similarities
and differences among specimens which are necessary to
the establishment of a classification scheme.
4. introducing some of the skills that are needed for finding
similarities and differences in a variety of things.
5. introducing the concept that, although all classification
systems are arbitrary, different ways of classifying the
same set of objects may be more or less useful depending
on the specific function the classification scheme is to
serve.
6. establishing the realization that several criteria are
necessary for establishing each rank in most classification
schemes.
7. initiating the use of a classification key to place items
conveniently in an established classification scheme.
5.2 Communication
1. The child should be able to make oral communications which
are accurate, complete, and concise. For example, in
describing an expanding balloon he should use words which
tell clearly the change in size, shape, color, and other
properties of the balloon.
2. to recognize what needs to be added to clarify a communication.
3. the child should be able to represent a table of paired events
in a graph and be able to read the information in a graph.
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4. the child should be able to make and understand a simple
map. He should be able to make a scale change so that,
for example, he can communicate in a map on a sheet of
paper the location of objects scattered on a table. Also,
given the coordinate of an object, he should be able to
locate that object on the map.
5.3 Measurement
The child should be able to identify and determine numerical values
for length, width, volume, temperature, and weight of objects, as well
as time intervals, using standard units of measurement.
5.4 Observation
To know that things may be observed in a variety of ways; to use
as many senses as possible to get information about things or sets of
things; to recognize that two objects may be alike in one characteristic
but different in another.
5.4.1 Observing Growth
Objectives: After this exercise the child should be able to:
5.4-1.. 1 - state or draw the growth of a seedling or plant
part in terms of change of size and shape.
5.4.1. 2 - state generalizations from his observations about
the growth of seedlings, the kinds of plants formed
from seeds of similar appearance, about the rate of
germination of different and similar seeds and about
the rate of growth of roots, stems, and leaves.
5.4.1. '3 - demonstrate how to observe whether or not something
that is growing uniformly.
5.4.2 Observing Temperature
Ob ectives: At the end of this exercise children should be able to:
5.4.2. 1 - make gross comparisons of temperatures without the aid
of a thermometer.
5.4.2. 2 - use a thermometer to determine temperature.
5.4.2. 3 - use a thermometer to compare the temperature in one
place with that in another place.
5.4.2. 4 - use a thermometer to compare the temperature at one
time of day to that at another time of day.
5.4.3 Perception of Sound
Objectives: At the end of this series of activities children should
be able to:
5.4.3. 1 - identify objects or events in the environment by sounds
they make.
5.4.3. 2 - distingusih between objects by listening to the different
sounds they amake. Use these differences in describing
objects or events.
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5.4.3. 3 - distinguish between sounds that carry messages (such
as telephone bells, fire sirens, car horns) and those
that do not.
5.4.4. Observation, Using Several of the Senses
Objective: After this activity the children should recognize the
advantage of using several of the senses in conjunction with each
other in order to acquire information from a single experience.
5.5 Prediction
To perform necessary tests to determine the validity of their
predictions; as additional data is collected, it will be possible for
the student to make higher and higher degrees of certainty about
occurrences which are more and more specific.
5.6 Space/Time
To introduce the children to some of the concepts of space manifested
by shapes of objects.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION
Evaluation will be undertaken through a number of schemes from informal
interpretations of student and classroom observations of student success
indicators to standardized tests. Significant indicators for successful teaching
include such changes in the classroom environment and teacher - student relations
as:
1. An increase in informal talk in the classroom.
2. An increase in the number of open-ended questions asked by the teacher.
3. A higher tolerance on the part of the teacher for working out solutions
slowly.
4. The breakup of the class into small groups.
5. The evidence of pleasure and involvement on the part of the students.
6. Children hard at work on something so that they scarcely notice a visitor.
7. An increased output in student writing and story telling.
8. Teachers showing an increased interest in other materials.
9. Teachers reporting they have developed new approaches on their own.
Skill development and acquisition will be evaluated by competency measures
administered to pupils to show that he can perform the intended skills and is
able to transfer them to a new context and new materials.
Student success indicators will include: periodic measures of attitudes
about science; student activities, interests and, projects as evidenced by
volunteer participation in science fairs, using science games, reading and or
discussing science related topics,involvement in community related science
programs, enrolments in subsequent elective science courses, use of science loan
kits and materials, continuation in science courses in post secondary education,
and science work experience or expectation.
Additional evaluation of students success will include teacher testing,
teacher-student interviews and evaluation, student self appraisal, and CEEB test
results.
Program evaluation will also include an assessment of teacher attitudes and
classroom behavior, time utilization for classroom science, parental involvement
and administrative and community support.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAlS
1. Environmental Science Education Program.
It has become very important that students develop an ecological
conscience; that they examine carefully the interaction of man and
his environment and be prepared to make difficult discisions relating
to his own life and that of society. Therefore, an additional emphasis
is needed in this area to be integrated into the science program.
Additional equipment and some cabinet work will be needed in the Mobile
Science Laboratory to get full utilization of this vehicle as a resource.
2. Science In-Service Program for Elementary School Teachers,
As more units and material become available for teaching science it
is important that the teachers become fami.ar with their use. In order
to accomplish this goal a series of in-service workshops will be scheduled
to meet the following objectives:
a. Increase the content competency of teachers
where required.
b. Acquaint teachers with philosophy, methods
and materials of the science program.
c. Provide a forum for an exchange of ideas
among teachers involved in similar program
areas or with common problems.
d. Provide for an "open-ended" workshop as a
resource for teachers to develop new materials,-
and teaching units to meet individual needs.
3. Orientation Program for "Science in Brookline Schools"
There is a need for a public relations type program which can represent
the efforts and direction of the science program. A prepared multi-media
presentation could be used as part of the orientation of new teachers, as a
program for community groups interested in the science program, and to keep
the school committee informed about the program status.
h. Science Supply and Distribution Program.
Some problems still exist in meeting the expressed needs of teachers
for materials and teaching units at specific times. A system wide schedule
of all available teaching units will be put into effect in September 1971.
The Science Resource Center will attempt to acquire an inventory of nine (9)
units of each teaching kit to be used in the schools on a prescribed rotating
basis. Sufficient supply will be ordered to refurbish each kit the number
of times indicated by teacher requests for use.
A catalog will be re-issued indicating all the kinds of material avail-
able from the Science Resource Center, all A-V Loan Material and Equipment,
the support services available for teaching science, and the procedures. for
acquiring such items or service.
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PROGRAM CONSTRAINTS
1. Budgetary limitations and lack of flexibility in spending from several
account codes make it impossible at this time to meet all teacher requests
for materials and supplies. This situation has improved markedly in recent
years and our supply base is slowly but constantly growing. However,
teacher expectation still seems to exceed the available resources, Further
improvement can be expected by tighter control of available supply, reduction
in loss and theft, increased teacher and student accountability for non-
expendable material, better supervision of care and maintenance of science
facilities and material, and a moderate increase in budget allowance.
2. Lack of information our real present status in science education. Relative
improvement in the program is obvious but hard statistics are not available.
We need data on where we are in terms of teacher attitude, environment and
guidance, student involvement in the science program and the level of
attainment of skills, process and knowledge of science concepts. In order to
measure future progress a base lire is necessary.
3. Many elementary teachers are not well trained in science and do not devote
much teaching time to science. In-service workshops, closer supervision
and guidance should aid in getting more teachers and students more involved
in the science program.
h. Some teachers lack a sufficient understanding of what constitutes the
science program and the nature of current science education. Individual
guidance and workshop participation should be required for teachers in
this category.
5. Supervision time in the classroom is inadequate to generate the desired
pace for reaching the goal of total student and teacher involvement in
the science program. The Director of Science will explore the possibilities
of reallocating his time, doing more group work with teachers in schools
and at the Science Resource Center, trying to institute more formal management
procedures, and exploring the possibility of increasing supervision through
the scheduling of science specialists and differentiated staffing.
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APPENDIX E
DIRECTORS OF INSTRUCTION - INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
1. What dc you see as the primary purposes of PPBS?
2. How would you judge its success? What criteria would you use?
3. Why did you elect to support the implementation of the system in
Brookline?
4. What do you see as the major disadvantages of PPBS? What are
major problems associated with it?
5. What do you see as the major obstacles to have been overcome in
order to get this far with the development of the system?
6. What do you see as the major obstacles which must be overcome
before the system is operative?
(a) technical
(b) human/organizational
7. What is your role in the development of the system?' What are/will
you be doing that is different than before?
8. flow well has it been defined?
9, Are you satsified with it?
(a) Do you have enough time?
(b) Do you have enough skills?
10. What is your relationship with the following in development of the
system?
(i) administrators r business/superintendents
(ii) principals
(iii) teachers
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11. What kind of relationship, if any, will be required between you and
teachers to implement system?
12. You have been developing goals/objectives - are you satisfied with
progress?
13. Do you see PPBS as meeting your'needs?
14. Can it, therefore, meet the needs of teachers/principals/school
administrators?
15. What do you see as role of the following in the full development of
the system?
(i) teachers
(ii) principals
(iii) superintendent/non-superintendent
